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Board questions bookstore profit
by Mike Merritt
rental or it should cut prices five
news editor
per cent across the board.
1
Controversy over the use of the
Money should be returned to
profits of the college bookstore
the "stockholder" of the store,
has been raised, with charges
the students, said Sims.
that the 1969 earnings of the
''The bookstore is not there to
store-$14,000-should be used
serve the students," said Sims.
for the direct benefit of the oper"It exists for the administration."
ation, either through higher rent ·
Dave Padgett, ASC business
or a cut in price.
manager, said that "it doesn't
According to Bookstore Manseem that they should have to
ager Tom Hruska, the net profits
borrow money.''
of the store are needed to build
However, Padgett indicated
up the "working capital" Qf the
that if there was need for a loan,
operation at 5 per cent interest.
some way should be found to
At present the bookstore must
avoid payment of interest.
borrow money for the Housing
Sims said that the interest
and Food Services fund to buy
payments are being used "only
material during times of low in- . to make money for auxilliary
come, said Hruska. A large book services."
inventory must be bought in the
The suggestion that the booksummer to be made available to
store should lower its prices
students in the fall.
brought response . from Hruska
Because of the low income of
that many services provided by
the store at these times, loans
the bookstore would have to be
are needed to offset these costs,
cut.
said Hruska.
"It would drain the store of
According to Wendell Hill, diany opportunity to expand servrector of auxiliary services, the
ices," said Hruska.
expansion of the bookstore into
The result would be a move
its present site caused the need to "strictly a profit motive"
for a much larger inventory,
operation, said Hruska.
.. . bringing on the nee'i for the
Special services, such as the
development of working capital.
postal service and check cashing
Members of the Union Board
facility along with some personhave charged that the profits of
nel would have to be eliminated,
the operation should be channelsaid Hruska.
ed directly in SUB budgets.
"We must protect the services
Ron Sims, a member of the
for the students,'' said Hruska.
Union Board, said, because of
"The cuts might mean that
their profits, the bookstore should the students would not come into
be forced to pay either a higher the store," said Hruska.

Among the proposed changes
in the operation of the bookstore are the opening up for bids
on the operation of a private concern in the store. Sims indicated
that this move could generate a
''million ' dollar'' business, as
opposed to the present $587 ,000
revenue.

Gathering hears
Black rhetoric talk
About 100 students and faculty
members gathered in the SUB
Mall on Monday, the first day of
Minority Week, to hear Roger
Abrahams, head of AfroAme·r ican studies at the University of Texas.
Abrahams said the American
mainstream terms derive from
black rhetoric.
"Many terms, such as 'dig,'
'groovy' and others are basically
black," he said. "The terms are
borrowed from black culture and
misused.

It's MAY SALE TIME AT BERRY'S

Roger Abrahams
"Not until recently," he said,
"have the cultural differences between black and white been
made known and justifiably so.
"I went to a Mahalia Jackson
concert once," Abrahams said,
"where she tried to teach an allwhite audience to clap right with
the music. The cultural differences were so great that they
couldn't do it right."
Abrahams said nothing demonstrates the differences between
black and white cultures as much
as the way in which white people
· use black terms.
"Take the term 'do your own
thing' as a prime example," he
said. "To whites it means being
individual and doing something
you're best at. That's not right at
all. It means, to blacks, someone
that adds to the performance of
someone else ... no originality is
involved at all."

I
Pantyhose that fit like a glove
Fit is what ConForm is all about. The sheer
clingy knit molds to your size and shape with
never a sag, a bag, or a wrinkle. And it keeps
its stretch and recovery wear after wear.
Available in a full range of colors.

s2.oo pr.
2 for s3.oo

Regularly

now

during the MAY SALE

Blacks, whites don't
Brown charges

understand racism
by Lewanna Robertson
staff writer
One of the major problems
concerning racism is that many
blacks and whites do not understand what racism is, Tony Brown,
distinguished visiting professor
of mass media, said this week.
Brown, who also is the president of the National Association
of Black Media Professors,. said
that because of society's need
for a scapegoat, students are "the
new niggers of our society.''
Brown expressed his views
Wednesday at a seminar on
racism.
"Racism is any attitude, behavior or institutional structure
which subordinates any person or
group of people because of his or
their skin color,"_Brown said.
Brown said that ·"overt racism
has been replaced by covert
racism."
"Many people do not think
racism even exists because it has
become so accepted," he said.
According to Brown, 90 percent of white Americans are unconsciously racist because they
support institutional racism. Ten
percent are overt racists who
consciously and openly suppress
and oppress people because of
their color.
As an example of institutionalized racism, Brown pointed to
Columbia University at the time
of the student uprising in 1968.
Students , were protesting the
university being a slum landlord
by virtue of owning most of Harlem, New York City's largest
black ghetto.
The students
charged the university with racism
because it operated bad housing
for high rents.
Institutional racism is a result
of . overt historical racism stemming from the days of slavery,
Brown said. One of these historical results is the restricted covenant on property, which prohibits
blacks from buying or renting
property in white neighborhoods
or the suburbs, he explained.
Brown said that in our society
there is a great need for a scapegoat.
''All the sick needs of white
America, the. sexual insecurity,
the anxiety, can be tran sferred
from the white man to the nigger.
When I can see my faults in him,
then I can attack him," he said.
"Last summer, Nixon turned

students into the new niggers
when he told the blue-collar,
white American working people,
the second generation Americans,
the most insecure people in the
country, 'Look, look at those
student prptestors. They don't
study, always demonstrating,
they're trouble makers.'"
Nixon did this, Brown said, to
create a new scapegoat so the
workers would not feel the effect
of inflation on their paychecks.
When a student in the audience
said he could escape being "a
new nigger" by leaving school,
Brown answered that he still
couldn't escape the label because
''there are three groups of people
who can't cJ:loose their labeling:
the poor people, students and
blacks.''
"They can't change," Brown
said, "because they have no piece
of the rock, they have no money
and they aren't able to accumulate anything.''
In modern advertising, white
women are used to sell goods,
he said.
"The white woman is turned
into a piece of fresh fruit, an
evening pork chop, the most desirable thing. Every advertisement, whether for Camay soap, ·
plumbing fixtures, or Coca Cola
has to have a naked woman,"
Brown said.
"Racism is not native to America," Brown said. "It was taught
to the white people by the 'good
people' like preachers, mayors,
presidents and the wealthy to
assure a supply of unpaid laborthe black slaves," he said.
Answering a question on interracial dating and marriage,
Brown said, "Historically, blacks
were taught self-hate symbols in
their society, schools, and now
the modern media."
Answering a question on racism
and sexism, Brown said, ''Racism
is an extension of sexism-women
are suppressed because of sex
and white women are suppressed
because of white men's ambivalence about sex, h~s own basic
sexual insecurity, his latent
homosexu_ality.' '
When asked why he disliked
the Emmy Award::winning program, "All In The Family,' ;
Brown charged that CBS institutionalized bigotry with the program.

Elections delayed

by Ray Watts
managing editor
The ASC spring quarter elections, previously set for last Wednesday, has been moved up to
Wednesday, May 19.
Of prime concern in the elec~
tion will be the ratification of
the proposed constitution. Because of a shortage of time, the
Associated Students' Legislature
voted to hold the election a week
later.
Bill Crompton, election committee chairman, recommended that
the legislators distribute copies
of the document to dormitories
and at conspicuous locations in
the SUB.
"We want to make sure the
students read the constitution so
they know what they are voting
for," he said.

Joining the constitution on the
spring quarter election ballot will
be two Faculty Senate seats. The
one-week postponement of the
election should allow the candidates additional campaigning
time, Crompton said.
The election will be held in
several locations, including both
Commons and Holmes dinin~
halls and in the SUB.
ASC business manager Dave
Padgett disclosed that due to the
present economic squeeze there
is a threat the Central Board of
Trustees may see fit to divert as
much as $25,000 of "student
fees" to various programs.
The money is generated by a
portion of the $22 each student
pays each quarter to the ASC
general fund.
Rather than allow the trustees

I

to divert the funds, Padgett '
suggested the ASL contribute the
money to the college general
fund.
In so doing the ASL would
still still be able to determine
how and where the money will
be used, according to Padgett.
Some discussion followed, centered primarily around the idea
that if the trustees were allowed
to remove student funds, "then
the student government would be
rendered virtually powerless.
ASC president Tom Dudley
noted that in fact the ASC is not
as powerful as it could be - not
because its power has been coopted, but because of lack of
student support and participation.
"We have about 50 important
committees on this campus, all
(Continued on page 9)
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SUB food service deficit results in drastic cuts
by Mike Merritt, news editor
and
Scott Dorr, staff writer
Because of the projected
$12,000 deficit in the food services
budget for this fiscal year, the .
Food Services subcommittee of
the Union Board has proposed
sweeping changes to the services
now provided by the cafeteria.
The changes have been approved
by the Union Board.
Immediate changes being suggested by the subcommittee include the termination of the positions of Director and Assistant
Director of Food Services. Russ
Cleveland and Fred Swift presently hold these positions.
Other changes proposed include elimination of a secretarial
position, discontinue hot meals,
breakfast and lunches; discontinue use of one cashier, begin
self busing and enlarge the position of burger bar supervisor.
All changes must be approved
by the Board of Trustees and
would take place 15 days after
approval.
Some current services to be
expanded include hot and cold
sandwiches, hot soups and cold
drinks. All changes are being
made to eliminate non-profitable
services, according to Vikki
Boyett, student chairman of the
Union Board.
Twenty-five percent of labor
cost alone goes to the three top
positions in Food Services, said
Miss Boyett. With the elimination
of the present positions by the
replacement of a one-man managerial operation a smaller cost
would occur.
According to members of the
committee the problem of decreased sales stems from the
belief that the food services are
not serving the students.
When the proposals are instituted the expected savings in the
food services operation could

reach more than $250 per day,
according to the SUB subcommittee. Miss Boyett said "that hopefully, these savings will eliminate
the deficit by the end of the
year."
She stressed that time is very
important for any hope for
savings.
A source within the subcommittee said that plans for revamping the food services program next year are underway,
but if the budget is not balanced,
planned programs will have to be
cut to erase the debt.
In a letter to APP. Legg, Director of Samuelson Union Building, Russ Cleveland, Director of
SUB Food Services, stated, "I
suggest the following order of
events:· move accounting, payroll,
billing, depositing, counting and
bookkeeping over to the ASC
office; eliminate banquets; go to
a fixed menu; disposable service;
change salads; review hours of
service. Then eliminate positions
as the need for them declines.
The -SUB Food Services does
have financial problems, but an
overreaction will also cause
problems.
In my considered opinion, going to disposables, eliminating
hot lunches, using oBe manager,

Sex course
A course entitled ''Human
Sexuality" will be offered next
fall and spring quarters by Dr.
Luther Baker, chairman of the
Home Economics Department.
Home Ee 490 will be offered on
Tuesdays and Thursdays for two
hours and will discuss a wide
range of topics, Baker said.
Included in the topics to be
discussed are the biological and
psychological aspects of human
sexuality. Everything from abortion to artificial insemination
will be discussed, he said.

AVS plugs sterilization
Sterilization - called the most
reliable means of birth control
known today - can lead to ·''responsible parenthood, where a
child shall have love, proper
care and opportunity for norqial
development," according to information published by the Association for Voluntary Sterilization.
For a man, the operation is
called a vasectomy, which involves tying of the vas deferens,
a tube that carries the sperm.

The woman's operation is called a salpingectomy, where a
small abdominal incision is made
and egg-carrying tubes are cut
and tied.
Both operations are designed
to prevent the union of the sperm
and egg cells.
The operations do not interfere with ·any of the normal
processes of the sexual apparatus
other than pregnancy. Potency
and menstruation are not affected.

moving all financial work out of
the Food Service Office and reviewing hours will be enough to
reverse the losses next year. The
other proposals will discourage
the clientele and the remaining
workers," Cleveland's letter
stated.
"We are presently doing everything within reason to eliminate
further losses and earn back as
much deficit as is possible,"
Cleveland wrote.
As of now the subcommittee
disagrees. The cutbacks in personnel are not yet known, but
Miss Boyett said that possibly
more student jobs will be created
and some civil service positions
will be eliminated.
The present condition of the
SUB Food Services was predicted last year. Ron Sims, member
of the Union Board, says, "due

to trustees bumper blockage of
the Union Board it was unable
to act in preventive measures.''
It took over a year of continuous loss before Union Board
was able to act.
Sims said, "The Union Board
has no reason for feeling guilty
of the decisions they've made.
The Food Services placed themselves in the situation that needed immediate attention and correction and by doing so jeopard°ized thejr own workers.''
Certain phases of a new program are supposed to be in existence now but Russ Cleveland
refuses to comment on current
activities or future plans.
Bruce Jacobs said that at the
present time other areas are taking steps to absorb both the
losses occurred and the people
losing their jobs.

The Selective Service System
announced today that physicians
and allied medical specialists
subject to the up-coming doctor's
draft m·a y be considered for deferments based on community
essentiality.
This extraordinary action in response to community needs by
the Nixon administration was
authorized by draft director Dr.
Curtis W. Tarr, acting on advice
of the National Security Council.
Tarr said that local draft
boards are being instructed to
immediately review cases of
registrants under induction orders or likely to be reached in
the up-coming call w}1en recent
information is received concerning their essentiality to their
communities.
One of the factors which ·will
determine whether deferments
are granted will be evaluations

by local medical advisory committees for the are~ in which
registrants are currently employed.
Final determination on whether
to reopen and consider individuals for deferments will be
made by local boards.

Tarr emphasized that the new
deferment policy does not change
the responsibility of each state
for providing their fair share of
medical
personnel
for
the
military.
A special doctor's draft has ·
been announced for the seven
months beginning in July of this
year and running through January 1972.
In total, 1608 physicians have
been requested by the Department of Defense. This includes
1531 medical doctors and 77
osteopaths.
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'Tradition' stinks

During the past few weeks there have been several
disheartening developments in the realm of nonrenewal of certain professors' teaching contracts.
Mark Worden, popular professor of psychology, will
not return to Central next fall because he chose not to
complete his doctorate.
Art Rosenholm, equally popular instructor in the
philosophy department; was issued his notice of nonrenewal this past fall and has been replaced. The oddity of Rosenholm's case is that he was given no reason
for dismissal. It has been hinted that his release is for
reasons other than academic-he still has a full year in
which to complete his Ph.D.
This point _is this: it seems about time to listen to
students when hiring or firing faculty personnel.
"Tradition" dictates that teachers must obtain their
doctorates if they wish to remain on the staff. Each
teacher's contract includes the date by which the degree must be obtained.
But according to the Task Force of the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, institutions are advised to ''revise traditional standards when their adherence serves no constructive purpose."
And according to a letter from Worden's students to
Dr. Joe Rich (psych dept.), to dismiss Worden "under
the guise of tradition is not only unrealistic but tragic."
It is indeed tragic that valuable teachers are released
but some outdated and antiquated "tradition" has been
"violated."
If tenured professors, dep.a rtment chairmen and ad~ ministrators were really concerned with providing us
with education, they would abandon such stone-age,
egotistic traditions.
When a college is fortunate enough to acquire the
likes of Worden and Rosenholm, it seems it would go
out of its way to retain them.
How many other valuable teachers will be wasted
away by our tradition-minded Top Dogs?
Ray Watts

42nd fiasco
During a session plagued by economic crises and a
high degree of concern for jobs, the ecology-oriented
legislators had little success in concerted action on
environmental bills during the 42nd legislative session
which ended Tuesday morning .
The legislators and some ecological organizations
turned from direct action to "studies." The philosophy
being, if you can't get money for an actual project, you
might as well do in-depth studies to prove the need for
money.''
Included among the "studies'.' approved by the legislature are: Senate Concurrent Resolution 12, which
would provide a study of developing ecological curriculum in common schools; House Bill 123, a study of
marine mammal management; and Senate Bill 324, the
establishment of a population study council.
Like everything else that's "happening," ECOLOGY
is a nice thing to be attached to.
Take Sen. Martin Durkan, whose· environmental
"deals" and proposed legislation are a myth. Durkan is,
of course, considering running for Governor in 1972.
(You'd never know it by looking in his office and seeing those hordes of signs publicizing his campaign.)
Ecology is attractive, it's a good thing to push politically; but not so hard that you lose · those industries
that ofttimes help with your campaign.
Durkan pre-filed Senate Bill number 3. The bill was
titled to develop. "noise pollution standards for the
State of Washington."
After 120 days of legislative action, the bill was left
hoHow. It was a ploy.
It gave Durkan a double-edged blade, he could tell
·' <Athe envionmentalists that he was fighting for them,
while on the other hand he could tell "big business"
that he was side-stepping the environmental radicals
by submitting a title-only bill.
I've been told that the last session was the most expensive legislature in the history of the state. We at
the Crier are inclined to believe it.
What did they accomplish?
Well, it is hard to say. For students, they raised the
tuition in all the colleges and increased the tuition for
graduate students especially. For the environmentalists,
they established a number of councils to make some
studies; but took no action.
Write your state representative or state senator and
ask him what he did during the session to help you.
Pete DeLaunay
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Good teachers and the cotton market
On good teachers and the
cotto~ market
To the editor:
Dean of Education John Green
is reported
in the May 7 Crier
1
as having argued that the Ph.D.
requirement for college teachers
is needed to build college prestige, as without ·prestige a school
cannot attract students.
Presumably this comment was
made with reference to the nonrenewal of psychology Professor
Mark Worden's teaching contract
for next year. Viewed in this context Green's comment is a gem
worthy of Milo Minderbinder
himself.
The circular logic goes as follows. In the same article Professor Rich, psychology chairman,
is reported to have said Worden
is an excellent professor. Thus,
with Green's imperative in mind,
we arrive at the necessity of getting rid of an excellent teacher
to build college prestige in order
to attract students. Either way
students lose.
If Worden is fired the students
will come here and find a · reportedly exciting teacher gone. If
Mark Worden stays, according to
Green, the students will avoid
the college as a mediocre place
and won't meet Worden or benefit from whatever else is to be
offered here.
''We had to bomb our own
squadron to offset our losses
in the cotton market.''
'We had to destroy the village (in the Mekong Delta) in
order to save it."
"We had to get rid of ex~
cellent teachers to preserve the
college's integrity for students."
Russell Hansen
Sociology
Central can't afford cookies
To the editor:
It's seldom that anyone from
- the Housing staff ever writes to
the Crier but I'm going to do it
anyway.
It's been the general practice
at Central when one of our co-

workers retires, we give a small
coffee party for them. It usually
consists of coffee and cookies or
cake. It never before has been
any big thing. Usually our supervisor made a call or two and it
was all arranged. The dining hall
was used, cookies and coffee
furnished.
Friday, April 30, one of our
ladies is retiring after 10 years
or more of working at Central.
Our supervisor attempted to
make the same simple arrangements and hit a big stone wall.
Central is in real bad shape.
Yes sir, real bad. They will provide the room but we must pay
for the cookies, cake and coffee.
-We will provide our own cake
and coffee. In fact we will even
bring our own cups if necessary.
·We also made arrangements for a
room.
Five dozen cookies cost $1 in
the sotre, coffee about 9011 •
That's a big price to pay to show
someone that you care just a tiny
little bit.
Ellen V. Crawford
Custodian I
Housing Services
Rebuttal for Dudley
To the Editor:
In last week's editorial the
Crier explained why they felt
they must protect the students. It
stated that the ASC fund had
been overspent by $50,000. They
failed to say, though, where this

money was overspent and by
whom. Somehow they feel that
ASC President Torri Dudley was
to blame.
Concerning the article two
weeks ago, if Jim Bodeen had
pursued the subject instead of
stopping research when he felt
it would be the most harmful
towards Tom, he would have
found that the Blue- Book he had
been referring to was sent to the
ASC Secretary who felt it was
sent only to her concerning her
answering the phone for bomb
threats.
Had Jim Bodeen found this
out, he would not have wasted
his time and the Crier's precious ,
space. Going to Jack Spithill and
confronting him with made-up
quotes by Tom only put Mr. Spithill on the defensive. He has done
a fine job and has truthfully sent
all important papers to the ASC
Office.
Ending up my complaints, I
would like to say that the president's job is a thankless one and
Tom took that job knowing that.
So I propose for- Jim Bodeen's
next assignment for the Crier, he
find out just what Tom has done
for the school and for the students of CWSC. He may be
surprised.
Sincerely yours,
Beth Dudley
Proud wife of CWSC's President
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Proposal made to have juniors register with seniors
To the editor:
It is very obvious that after a
student has been here for three
years and has only one year to
complete his basic, breadth, major and minor requirements, he
must be given as much chance as
possible to complete those requirements.
Yet here, where there is a system that does give seniors the
chance to register first, ther
seniors are given the benefit for
only two quarters. Third quarter
juniors, when registering for
their first quarter as seniors, continue to register with freshmen,
sophomores and juniors.
This is wrong. They should be
able to register with the seniors.
On Monday, April 26, the ASC
Legislature moved to work for a
change in this situation. Dave
Larson, ASC administrative vice
president, and I arranged an
·appointment with Enos Underwood, college registrar. Through
our conversation, Dave an I came
to the understanding that the
Registrar's Office would be able
to handle this change for thirdquarter juniors.
However, he said it was up to
the Joint President's Council to
make the final decision. I contacted Frank Price, executive assistant to the president, and he said
it sounded like. a valid change
and he would.look into it.
Well, the proposal went to the
Joint President's Council the following week, where it was sent
to a committee. The committee
reported that the change was not
feasible because the computer ·
services are unable to pull the
third-quarter juniors' packets before pre-registration.
We were told, though, that the

Registrar's Office is in sympathy
with our request and that next
.year at this time, third-quarter
juniors will be scheduled immediately following the seniors.
The results of this report tend
to anger me a great deal. This
very same hassle came up last
year at this time. And it wasn't
changed for this year.
If our administration, staff or
whoever it is really cares about
graduating students from Central
with the courses they need and
want, this had better be changed.
Graduation happens to become
very important to a third-quarter
junior when he's registering for
his last three quarters of school.
He should and must have a better chance to get what he needs.
He should be allowed to register
with. the seniors for the courses
he must have to graduate.
Gary Larson

challenged the work of this
highly-respected author and presented what she felt to be "the"
weak point in the author" s theory?
Could it be because the student supported her own work to
the extent of offering to discuss
her findings with the author?
No, Mary, the student didn't
go crawling b~ck as she could
only see, and assign, that Cgrade in a freshman-level course
to the Comedy of Errors inasmuch as it follows two Central
quarters of straight 4.0 work
, covering 36 credit hours.
The next chain in the chain of
command, the department chairman, wasn't contacted either for
the simple reason that he is one
wonderful person - why embar. rass him inasmuch as there was
also a 4.0 from that department
during that quarter. Ironically,
this 4.0 also involved another
author's recent work.
The truth for this student, as a
Grade change
sociology major, was not in conTo the editor:
tacting the instructor and asking
Shall we add this to the April
"WHY" but ir :!valuating the in16th Campus Crier letter by Mary
cident in a p1 .or-presented socioKrause regarding Change of
logical theory of: does the inGrade?
dividual human being have an inHave you ever been given a
herent sense and need of selfgrade over the telephone (this
productivity and is a denial of
instructor could be reached in
this SELF-REWARDING producthis manner) and then find a
tivity factor of extreme imporlower grade on that dear, dear
tance with respect to mental
report card? This instructor was
health and societal interaction?
also angry!
Not all people find a SELFIs there a need to ask
REW ARDING aspect in their
"WHY?"
chosen profession and to these
Could it be because the student ·
people must one give compassion
didn't present a ci-itique of this
in that they value the function
author's recent work (author and
and the ethics of their profession
work selected by the instructor)
so lightly?
in a chapter-by-chapter-to-endThe life of the student conof-book style of review?
tinues on and this student feels
Could it be because the student
that someday she will be able
to meet this author and discuss
this particular piece of work.
The basis for this feeling - the
promptness with which he had
earlier sent a bibliography of his
Candidates must be U.S. citi49 published works. Vida F. Aust
zens at the time of application,
have a bachelor's degree or its
equivalent before the beginning
date of the grant ·and, in most
cases, be proficient in the language of 'the host country. Except for certain specific awards, .
applicants· may not hold or expect to receive the Ph.D. before
the beginning of the grant.
Selection is based on the academic and/ or professional record
of the applicant, the feasibility
of his propos~d study plan, his
language preparation and personal qualifications.

Fulbright grants made
The official opening of the 197273 competition for grants for
graduate study or research
abroad and for professional
training in the creative and performing arts was announced by
the institute of International Education (IIE) .
IIE is responsible for the recruitment and screening of candidates for U.S. government full
and travel grants authorized under the Fulbright-Hays Act.
For. 1972-73 full grants are
available to 29 countries and
travel grants are available to 12
countries. Grants offered by governments, universities and private
donors of 14 countries are also
administered by IIE. Grants are
available to every region of the
world.
These awards are designed to
promote mutual understanding
between the people of the U.S.
and other countries .through the
exchange of persons, knowledge
and skills. It is expected that
there will be at least 600 awards
available for 1972-73.

To the editor:
As the session nears the end, I
want to take this opportunity to
comment on the contributions
that many students have made.
They have been a refreshing
addition to life in Olympia.

Marjorie Lynch
I think that it is fair to say that
the quality of their participation
in the legislative process has resulted in a sharp change in the

attitudes of most
toward students.

Two years ago the feeling was
strong that few students engaged
in constructive activities while
attending college. You might say
that legislators believed what
they learned from the news
media. Today they are seeing a
new student, one who is concerned and who is working long
· hours with legislators on ·pending
bills.
As you know, there were
. several "student disruption" bills
proposed at the beginning of the
session. It is hard to say, but I
have a feeling that they lost a
good part of their support because of the legislature's exposure to this new student.
I have worked closely with
many students, especially those
representing IP AC and WACCSG.
I have personally gained a great
deal from their contributionstestimony at hearings, written
reports, informal meetings and
many conversations.
We will miss them if they do
not return next year.
Rep. Marjorie Lynch
R-Yakima

Self-busing program
set for cafeteria
Recent cutbacks of personnel in
the SUB cafeteria and Burger
Bar have necessitated the immediate need of a "self-busing"
program.
Self-busing consists of the students cleaning up after themselves. More trash disposals will
soon be set throiighout the SUB
area.
The cafeteria will soon switch
to disposable plates and silverware .. The students will have to
discard their used materials.

These changes are being instituted to cut down on labor in
SUB facilities to negate previous
losses.
According to SUB authorities,
the students will make or break
this program. If carried out
thoroughly the ''busing'' will aid
the job of making up lost
monies. If it is not followed and
used containers and food wrapers are left laying on the floor
more janitorial services will be
needed.

THE BARDS

Creative and performing artists
are not required to have a
bachelor's degree, but they must
have four years of professional
study or equivalent experience.
Applicants in social work must
have at least two years of professional experience after the
Master of ·Social Work degree.
Applicants in the field of medicine must have an M.D . at the
time of application.

Ecumenical Film Series

'1ale of Two Cities: Hiroshima and Nagasaki"
and
"Hiroshima, Nagasaki, August, J945"
Two movies which show the destruction of these two
. cities from a different viewpoint. The first movie was
filmed by the· U.S. Army and the second by nine
Japanese cameramen.

COMPLIMENTARY

Tuesday, May 18 at 8 p.m. - SUB 206

They have them, and they dig them!

Yamaha of Ellensburg
5th & Kittitas

legislators

925-9330
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Ame~icans
Editor's Note: The following
article is the complete text. of the
People's Peace Treaty.
Be it known that the American
and Vietnamese people are not
enemies. The war is carried out
in the name of the people of the
United States, but without our
consent. It destroys the land and
the people of Vietnam. It drains
America of her resources, her
youth and her honor.
We hereby agree to end the
war on the following terms, so
that both peoples can live under
the joy of independence and can
devote themselves to building a
society based on human equality
and respect for the earth. In rejecting the war we also reject all
forms of racism and discrimination against people based on
color, class, sex, national origin
and ethnic grouping which form
a basis of the war policies,

propose peace treaty
present and past, of the United
States.
PRINCIPLES OF THE JOINT
TREATY OF PEACE
Americans agree to immediate
and total withdrawal from Vietnam and publicly to set the date
by which all U.S. military forces
will be removed.
Vietnamese agree to participate
· in an immediate ceasefire with
U.S. forces and will enter discussions on the procedure to
guarantee the safety of all withdrawing troops and to secure
release of all military prisoners.
Americans pledge to stop imposing Thieu, Ky and Khiem on the
people of Vietnam in order to insure their fight to selfdetermination and to insure that
all political prisoners are released.
Vietnamese pledge to form a

Americans and Vietnamese agree
to respect the independence,
peace and neutrality of Laos and
Cambodia.
Upon these points of agreement, we pledge to end the
war in Vietnam. We will resolve all other questions . in
mutual respect for the rights of
self-determination of the people
of Vietnam and of the United
States.

Stein Gjessing is one of the eight students in one of John Sharp's
beginning riding classes offered at Central. Gjessing is riding T-bow.
Stein is the son of visiting Professor of Germorphology, Just
Gjessing of Oslo, Norway.
Photo by Roger Bell

Trai Iride cu Im inates
Inmate sues pros. attorney riding class activities

A $1 million lawsuit has been
filed against the Kittitas County
Prosecuting Attorney Joseph
Panattoni and Kittitas County by
a Larch Mountain Honor Camp
inmate.
The suit filed earlier this week
in Kittitas County Superior Court
by Marcus Renhard alleges that
he was kidnapped and is currently being illegally held prisoner at the Honor Camp.
Renhard is asking that Panattoni either prosecute some 34
state government and court officials (including several Superior
Court Judges and Supreme Court
Justices) or that Renhard be
awarded $1 million to establish
a fund to help people who are
illegally imprisoned.

Service Without
A Service
Charge
Airline & Raifroad

provisional .coalition government to organize democratic
elections, in which all South
Vietnamese can participate freely without the presence of any
foreign troops and to enter discussions of procedures to guarantee the safety and political
freedom of persons who cooperated with either side in the
war.

Renhard claims that a Warrant
of Commitment and a Bench
Warrant for his arrest were not
signed by a Superior Court Judge.
He was charged on Oct. 7, 1965,

-EXTRA! FOR LESS!

with violation of the state's
Securities Act.
Renhard had written to Panattoni ·and requested that action be
taken against law enforcement
officials who transferred him to
several institutions and finally to
Walla Walla State Penitentiary.
Panattoni did not take any action
and the suit was filed.
According to Panattoni, suits
similar to the one filed against
him and Kittitas County likely ·
will be filed against 11 other
prosecuting attorneys and counties . The suits, he added, are
against counties through which.
Renhard was transported.
Renhard's incarceration stems
from action taken by former Clallam County Prosecuting Attorney
Nathan Richardson. According to
his complaint Richardson "forged
the authority of the (Clallam
County Superior) court by applying the seal of the court to a
fraudulent Warrant of Commitment and Bench Warrant."
Renhard states in his complaint that a Warrant of Commitment must bear the "signature
of the committing Superior Court
Judge to be valid." The warrant
that committed Renhard to Walla
Walla allegedly does not bear
such a signature.
Panattoni does have jurisdiction
over the complaint, Renhard
claims, because Renhard was
transported through Kittitas
County on April 22, 1970, and
Jan. 14, 1971.

A trailride in the mountains
concludes the horseback riding
class each quarter at Central,
says John Sharp, instructor of the
one-credit class.
Stein Gjessing, one of Sharp's
students, likes the small number
of persons in his class because
. each student gets more individual
instruction than in a large class.
Gjessing's class has an enrollment of eight.
Gjessing is the son of the visiting Professor of Geography Just
Gjessing from the University of
Oslo, Norway.
Ann Neff, a freshman in nursing at Central, said that at first
she was afraid of horses but she
got over that.
"We learn how to handle and
take care of our horse in this
class," said Miss Neff. "Safety
and control of the horse are also
stressed."
"It's a fun type class to take if
you like horses," commented
Garson Stoen, a junior in economics at Central.
Learn together
Stoen and his Arabian horse
Shadra have been learning the
-techniques of horsemanship together. Shadra was unbroken
when Stoen enrolled in Sharp's
class, so she has been learning
how to react to a rider's command and Stoen has been learning the proper command techniQues.
The overall objective of the

class, whether it be for the beginner, the intermediate rider or the
student learning the techniques
of jumping is good horsemanship,
said Sh,arp.
Students are taught how to
catch, groom, feed, saddle .and
ride their horse. The same horse
and rider stay together the whole
quarter. The parts of the horse,
the gaits, parts of a saddle and
other equipment used by a horseman are explained and demonstrated to the student. Both bareback and saddle riding are also
taught to the riders.
Voice, weight, hands and legs
(the natural aids to communicate
with the horse) are also demonstrated and practiced under guidance from Sharp.
Central graduate Nancy
Bostain assists Sharp with class
instruction. She graduated ih
education with a psychology
major.
For. one hour of physical education credit the course fee is
$60. This includes the cost of the
trail ride at the end of the
quarter. For no credit and no
trail ride, the fee is $50.
There are 10 two-hour classes
per quarter. The first class period
is devoted to orientation and
demonstration and the total student enrollment is divided into
classes for beginners and experienced riders. There are eight
classes without tests.

Karen Davidson
and a.Q-Card*

SPECIAL
MAY 17 - 18

will keep you in touch.

-

19

4 Cheeseburgers $1.00
(reg.

29~

ea.

Next time you call long distance, don't
call collect
Use a Q Card. With it and
Karen's help you will save time and money too!
1

-

·

1

Karen is a cheerful member ·of the EI lensburg Telephone Company long distance
operator staff, all of whom are ready to
assist you with your calling. They will
make you feel glad you called.
*Available at no charge at 305 N. Ruby

(0
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Central drama scores again with BOit's 'A Man for All Seasons'
Central's Speech and Drama
Department has reached a high
plateau in' the theatre with its
current production of Robert
Bolt's timeless play, "A Man for
All Seasons."
Dr. Milo Smith, play director,
has assembled a great cast for
the demanding work required by
a great play. The play opened
last week and will be presented
again tonight and Saturday night
in McConnell Auditorium. -curtain time is 8: 30.
Bolt's dramatization of Sir
Thomas More resistance to the
will of England's King Henry VIII
is one of the most compelling
· stories of all times.
To emphasize the play's parallel
to the cir.c umstance of midTwentieth CenturY, man, Bolt
concentrates the forces and energies of King Henry and his court
:.-' caught in a maelstrom of nationalism and rising dominance on
the eve of England's empire
building.
The conflict between Henry
and his Chancellor, Sir Thomas,
arises when Henry divorces his
queen, the Spanish princess Catherine of Aragon, breaks with
Rome and sets up the Church of
England, declaring himself the

supreme head of the church.
Sir Thomas More can accept
the divorce and subsequent marriage to Anne of Boleyn. He also
can understand Henry's desire
for an heir. But More, while

Roger Sullivan
maintaining his love of king and
country, will not declare himself
on the oath of supremacy, insisting God was head of the church,
not the King.
More is a man of reason and
constancy, a man of quiet, un-

yielding strength. And that'~ the
way veteran actor Roger SiHivan,
Seattle senior, plays the major
role. More's family is played by
Jackie Hart, Yakima junior, as
Alice his wife; Laura Toplin,
Spokane freshman, as Margret
his daughter, and Dan Chott,
Yakima freshman, as William
Roper, More's son-in-law and
first biographer. All give strong
performances.
A one-man Greek Chorus is
Allen Fearon, Yakima senior,
who plays The Common Man, a
narrating character of many roles
who dominates the stage action.
In a brief appearance, Oscar,
Cady, Aberdeen senior, does a
superb job as a headstrong but
likeable King Henry.
Jerry Lessard, Longview junior,
and Martin LaPlatney, White Salmon junior, make an excellent
team in the roles of the conniving
opportunist Richard Rich and the
sinister Thomas Cromwell.
·
A relative newcomer to the
McConnell stage, but an actor
well worth watching for in future
productions is Edward Wissing,
a Seattle sophomore, who gives
a strong performance as the Duke
of Norfolk.
. In supporting roles are Wayne

Ausen, Thorp junior, as Cardinal
Wolsey; Chandler Feraone, Kirkland sophomore, as the Spanish
Ambassador; Kevin P. Smith, Ellensburg sixth grader, as the
ambassador's attendant; Lucy
Thew, Cove, Ore., freshman, as
Catherine Anger; and James

Willis, Ellensburg senior, as Archbishop Cranmer.
Central' s production of "A Man
for All Seasons'' is a visual feast
in the setting designed by Dr.
Peter T. Vagenas and the beautiful costuming designed by Beverly Sullivan.

Arthritis study made
A continuing study of arthritic
conditions
among
prehistoric
1
groups is being made by Dr.
Florence Chapman, assistant professor of anthropology.
By studying various prehistoric
groups in North and South America and Hawaii, Dr. Chapman
has attempted to arrive at some
conclusions as to the incidence of
osteophytosis-a bony overgrowth
on the human vertebrae. This
overgrowth is believed to be a
part of the normal aging process.
In the course of her studies,
545 skeletons were examined from
16
archeological
sites.
The
groups, living under various
ecological conditions, spanned a
period of 4500 years.
The studies revealed that some

groups exhibited a lower incidence of the disease than did
similar age
others.
Among
groups, the sedentary hunters
and farmers of the Middle Mississippi group of Illinois showed a
lower incidence of osteophytosis
than groups in Alaska or South
American areas.
Dr. Chapman believes that for
populations as a whole, radiation
may have been a factor in the
incidence of the arthritic disease.
However, differences in the in:
cidence of the disease among
groups living under similar
ecological conditions suggests to
Dr. Chapman that hereditary and
individual body variations may
. be of greater importance than .
ecological considerations.
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Stop in.and help us c elebrate 75 Years in the Same Location. Olympia Brewing Company, Tumwater, Wash. 8 to 4:30 every day. *Oly *®
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dept~

• teacher training
outlines options 1n

The Education Department announces new components in the
program for preparation of
teaching.
"Anyone anticipating taking ed.
307 (Introduction to Education)
must have departmental permission," said Assistant Chairman
of the Ed Department, Dr. Paul
Crookston. "They must go
through an interview."
There were - approximately 375
students who went through ed
307 this quarter and Crookston
said, "We can't ,take any more
than that for fall 1971."
Emerging gradually on a quasiexperimental basis, the first program step was taken this quarter
when 26 students were selected
and assigned to schools in Selah,
Bremerton and Federal Way for
field-centered study.
Option C of the new program
will consist of one full quarter,
worth 15 credits, spent in a public school setting.
Since it is still in an experimental state, the program will
be built around three courses
presently required in the professional - sequence: education.
307 (4 credits); psychology 309,
human growth and development
(4 credits); and education 342,
classroom management (4 credits). A fourth course will be a
three-hour practicum, for a total
of 15 credits.

additional students will be seby an additional seven credits of
lected to enter a "field-oriented
practicum experience in the local
experiential teacher education
area during the academic year.
program" for fall '71.
Applications for this option can
Four groups of 24 students will
also be picked up at the Office
be placed in four student teachof Clinical Studies.
ing centers: Bremerton, Federal
Those not accepted
Way, Selah and Vancouver.
·Students not accepted into
Applications are now available
either of the new programs fall
in the Office of Clinical Studies
quarter may wait until a later
(Student Teaching), Black 206.
quarter or select the existing proCompleted applications will be
gram (option A). This option
accepted until the 96 students
constitutes
the present progtam
have been selected or until 4 p.m.
on Friday, May 21, whichever · sequence (ed 307, psych 309,
psych 310, ed 341) and will conoccurs first.
tinue as a part of the departWhen the application has been
ment's program.
returned to the Clinical Studies
office, the student will be assignOpen to all levels
ed a·n interview number, an interThese new options are open to
view team (consisting of three
all levels of education students,
faculty members and an adexcept those people going into
vanced education student) and an
early childhood education (ECE),
interview time.
who must clear their schedules
Immediately after the interthrough their coordinators.
view, the candidate will be inStudents whQ have started the
formed of his acceptance or nonexisting professional sequence
acceptance for the experiment.
and would prefer to start over
with one of the new programs
Second option
should sign up for an interview,
A second new option, "early
too.
field experience in September,"
Crookston said these people
will also be started this fall.
would already have their training.
Some 25 or 30 students who
have not yet started their prof~ssional sequence can apply to
spend September prior to the
start of fall quarter in a school
setting in a selected school disGlacial ice 3000 feet thick,
trict.
fossils and collection experiences
More chosen in 2 weeks
Eight credits will be earned
were described by Mr. and Mrs.
Within the next two weeks, 96
during this experience, followed
W.C. Brandt of Chimacum,
Wash.
Ecumenical Film Series
The Brandts gave a one-hour
program in the Grupe Conference Center May 6. It was sponsored by the Central Recreation
Club.
Fossils collected by the Brandts
Two movies which show the destruction of these two
in Texas were displayed and
cities from a different viewpoint. The first movie was
discussed. According to Mrs.
filmed by the U.S. Army and the second by nine
Brandt, the Texas fossils date
back 270 million years of geoJapanese cameramen.
logic time.
COMPLIMENTARY
Olympic Peninsula fossils, dating back 40 million years, were
also on display. Most of the fossils, both from Texas and the
Olympic Peninsula, were marine
invertebra types.
One fossil that the Brandts
described was an ancestor to the
present day squid.
Mrs. Brandt said that a scientist
recently isolated an isotype of
oxygen from a fossil of the .same
type. He could tell when the
squid-like animal was living. It
was born in the spring; it died
four years later and the water it
lived in was about 80 degrees.

"The interview is to find these
people," he said, "and determine
which direction they should go."
Prospective ed. 307 students
should:
l. Go to the .Office of Clinical
Studies, Black 206, for an applicationJorm.
2. Complete the form and return it to the sa.1J1.e office immediately or no later than 4 p.m.,
Friday, May 21.
3. Pick up an interview number
and time.
4. Results of the interview will

be posted outside Black 206.
5. If you are not selected for
fall -quarter, your application will'
be among those first considered
for winter quarter.
6. If you prefer not to wait,
you may register for the existing
fall quarter ed. 307 on campus
during registration Sept. 28.
7. Direct any questions to
either the Office of Clinical
Studies or the education department office. Both are upstairs in
Black.

Trustees to consider faculty
appointments, resignations
Central's Board of Trustees will
meet here Saturday at 8: 30 a.m.
The meeting will be held in
room 123 Hertz.

and the final acceptance of the
Language-Literature Building.
Several faculty appointments
and resignations will also be considered by the board.
Business to be considered inToday board members are excludes the appointment of a de- · pected to visit the . Center for
sign engineer for the 18th Avenue Migrant and Indian Education at
extension to Brooklane Village Toppenish.

..

Fossil collection presented by Brandts

"Tale of Two Cities: Hiroshima and Nagasaki"
and

HHiroshima, Nagasaki, August, 1945"

Tuesday, May 18 at 8 p.m. - SUB 206

Live Music

at

THE BRASS BUCKET

TAVERN
Featuring

CRYSTAL DAWN
Live music every
Saturday, 9:00 p.m.
Brass Bucket Tavern
(next to Safeway)
in Cle Elum -

Mr. & Mrs. W.C. Brandt displayed several hundred of their fossil
collection May 6 in the Grupe Conference Center. _H ere they tell
Mike McLeod, center, president of the Recreation Club, about one
of their fossil ammonites. Mrs. Brandt's first name "Louise" is being
used to name an unclassified fossil starfish that she had found and
submitted to the UW for classification.
Mrs. Brandt's first name Louise
is going· to be used to name an
unclassified starfish which she
found. This news was mailed to
her recently by the head of the
department of . paleontology at
the University of Washington.
The Brandts have sent many of

their fossils to th~ university for
classification.
Some of the outstanding fossils
in the collection were those of a
fish, frog, fish teeth, an oyster
shell about two feet long and a
turtle shell found in Montana.

Zitting's Invites You to Inspect their
New Baby Wheel Goods & Furniture Department
--.............
This comp_lete new line includes:
strollers, car seats, high chairs, play pens, walkerbouncers, cribs & mattresses, safety gates, baby carriers, diper pails, formulae bags, mobiles and more.

HEDSTROM
SWIVEL WHEEL STROLLER
•Chromed Pusher and Body Bow.
Baked Enamel. Fini shed Bottom Gear.
e 3-Position Reel ining Back. Adjustable
Foot Rest.
e Shopping Basket.
e Supported Seat.
• Adjustable Safety Strap.
•Nylon Bearing Wheels with Molded Tires.

No. 8171

List $29.87

, \L-G,,
'\i:'._

.··;n······'.
.di'.

PIZZA & SANDWICHES
500 E. Mt. View
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Media exec charges

'Agnew tool of ·Nixon'

Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
is the tool of an administration
plan to discredit the American
people's belief in their news
media, according to a television
accusation by Washington columnist Frank Mankiewicz.
The charge comes as part of
the first program prepared for a
nationwide video cassette network now being instituted on college campuses by this country's
largest lecture agency, the American Program Bureau.
"I really do believe that the
Vice President was the instruwent, the mouthpiece, for a concerted plan by this administration
to make people distrust the news
media. I don't think he was in on
the planning of it, because I don't
think be was ·smart enough,"
Cl.aims Mankiewicz, who was
press secretary for the late Sen.
Robert Kennedy.

Calculated plan
Mankiewicz contends on the
c;assette TV program ''Waiting
for the Change" :that the administration wanted the news media
"softened up in advance~' to
create disbelief in stories about
failures in the Vietnam war and
an economic recession. He lists
Attorney General John Mitchell's
efforts to subpoena newsmen's
files as part ·of the "calculated
plan."
'
Mankiewicz asserts that the
plan is already working because
of the timidity of television executives. "I would say thatwith the
possible exception of public
school administrators, there is no
group of people in the country
less courageous than television
executives. Five letters can knock
them . over, ten phone calls put
them·into an absolute panic and
one Vice President sends them all
running for cover," he asserts.

When asked at the end of his
analysis if his comments on the
failures of TV news could be
made on broadcast television,
Mankiewicz replies with a terse
"No."
Ironically, his charges did come
on television, but on the uncensored new medium of video cassettes, as . part of the APB-TV
Network's "New Consciousness"
series.
Mankiewicz's comments are
contained in a cassette program
examining repression in America
today that also features Ralph
Nader, Abbie Hoffman and Woodstock Festival physician Dr.
William Abruzzi.

First
The program is the first for the
APB-TV Network, a countrywide
web that uses the new CBS
Electronic Video Recording system to bring mature and unexpurgated television programs
to the nation's college students.
From its Boston headquarters,
APB-TV is now signing affiliates
on campuses across the nation
for its uncensored programming
of current social issues, concerts,
drama, underground film, sports
and instruction.
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ASC award winners feted
Nearly 100 Central students,
faculty and staff members received awards or scholarships at
the Annual Awards and Scholarship Presentation Assembly Wednesday night.
Awards presented included 15
A.S.C. Awards of Distinction to
the following students and staff
members: Mitch Adams, Gary
Anderson, Sherry Bockelie, Mike
Boushey, John Burns, Tom Dudley, R. Bruce Jacobs, Tom Moe,·
Susan Padgett, Harold Pederson,

Ingrid Simonson, Joyce Smith,
Dr. Ray Smith, Denny Temple
and Wayman Ware. Diana
Rennie was chosen "legislator of
the year."
Central' s "Who's Who on American College Campuses'' alsq received awards. The students are
Gary Anderson, Louise Aquino,
Randall Bach, llhonda Buoy,
John Burns, John Chadwick,
Thomas Dudley, John McCollum,
Linda Mock, Michael Moore,

ASC reschedules ballot
(Continued from page 2)
with student seats, but we can't
fihd students to fill the positions," Dudley said. "When students do accept the positions,
they refuse to live up to the responsibilities,'' he said.
According to Dudley, the student government can only be
effective in the ·"decision-making
process" when it has the support
and cooperation of its members
(the students).
Resignations
In other action Monday night
the .ASL voted to accept the resig-

nations of ,legislators Randy
Baseler and Joy Hankla.' Both
resigned because they believed
they could no longer represent
their constituents, due to academic commitments. Baseler was
elected fall quarter and Mrs.
Hankla was seated in a vacancy
created when an on-campus student was elected to an offcampus position.
Both positions expire next fall
and should be filled as soon as
possible, said Dudley. Interested
students may contact Dudley· or
Dave or Gary Larson in the ASC
office.

Katherine Noble, Mary Olsen,
Marsha Pastrana, Janine Pease,
Phillip Rakestraw, Mary Ross and
Sanford Sidell.
Scholarship winners included:
Mary Cocklin, Henry M. Given
James C. Sleater, Garry Meyer,
Carol Barrett, Janet Jump, Gail
Whitehall, Donald Sperlin, Paul
Bird, Mary Devlin, Becky Highfill, Sandra Brown, Gary Hope,
Edith DeGood, Christine Mahre,
John Giuliani, Gregory Hanson,
Michael Lavinder, Frank Wiler,
Janice Fujii, Ann Dewey, Mary
Alban, Janet R. Rust, Pamela
Sherfinski, Elizabeth Courtney,Roger Cole, Genevieve Crumley,
Monica Fink, Larry Vote, John
Benson, Ronnie Simmons, George
T. Woodards and Ranleigh Dar.
. Recipients of the John H.
Munson Scholarships are: Linda
Baker, Paulette Baker, Emily
Boys, Loretta Brooks, Frances
Brown, Daniel Comstock, Benjamin Dar, Sandra Dolbee, Linda
Grant, Benjamin Hunziker, Vicky
Hutchinson, John McColl~, Victoria Mansfield, Gwendolyn Marshall, Nancy Mead, Garry Meyer,
Joan Morgan, Tamara Myhre,
Maryls Nordberg, Delores Smith
and Patrick Thompson.

Nixon discredits
According to Mankiewicz, the
Nixon administration has directed
an inordinate amount of attention
to discrediting the bearers of bad
news. He charges that ''when
your only program is to get reeleCted, you can devote a lot of
time to things like media ·control.''
Crisis Line will hold a training
session for new volunteers beginnillg Tuesday evening, May 18.
The first session, "Orientation ·
to Crisis Line," will be held at
the Newman Center at 711 E.
7th at 7: 30 p.m.

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

College Master
Guaranteed by a top
company.
No war clause in the
basic policy.
Exclusive benefits
at special rates.

A CONTEMPORARY GLASS
FOR COCA-COLA.
COLLECT YOUR SET
OF6 OR 8!"
TRADE · MARK@

One glass

FREE
with each large CO.KE

25¢ •

"COCA-COLA" A NO " COKE" ARE REGISTERED TRADE -MARKS WHICH IDENTIFY ONLY THE PRODUCT OF THE COCA -COL A COMPANY.

Full aviation coverage.
Premium deposits
deferred unti I you
are out of school.

DON CLEMAN
and As soc i ates
Across from McConnell Aud. on 8th

925-4175

Coming Soon
AT
SAMUELSON UNION BURGER BAR &CAFETERIA
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In the foregrou1,1d Tim Utterback, a «;entral student, is standing
in_ the Yakima River and devoting his time and energy to clearing
the river front located at the Clearwater Park site just southeast of
the Upper River Bridge.
From left: Susan Gresset, Gary and Cathi Ristine are among
several Central students who picked up litter along the road edge and
the parking lot area in the upper Clearwater Park site. Gary and
Cathi are son-in-law and daughter of Associate Dean · of Students
Don Wise.

Clearwater park
Recent work day
In the center foreground is Central student Tim Douglas. He is
assisting Tom Connor, Central campus architect, with the piling of ,
logs from the work area to the left. Connor is driving a Washington
State Game Department truck with a cable-loaded winch ·mounted
on the front. Kittitas County donated a large dump truck to haul
brush from the park site.

Photos by Roger-Bell

.;'.i

'''i;
Gary Brunson, left, and Walter Porter, both
Central students, pose in front of one of several
foot bridges completed by the work party in the
lower portion of the park ·site next to the Yakima
River.
·

From left: Mark Hollandsworth is aided by Mrs. Addie .Graaff in
· getting a cup of pun~h. David · Simpson has his eye on one last
cookie offered him by Mrs. Graaff. The 30 dozen cookies and ten
gailons of punch were made foF the Work Day by Kittitas Senior
Girl Scout Troop 4.
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Blues Singer, Gouache, 1947
Collection of Charles White
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Poetry anit Speakers
Uhuru!
ON THE SUBWAY
On
the subway
I dug the man digging on me

Jam

But the dude was hung up
In a mass of confusion
As to who I was
He thought he was trying to see
But you see, but you see
Me knowing me
Black proud and determined to be free
Could plainly see my enemy yes
Yes, yes I know him
I once slaved for him body and soul
And made him a pile of black gold
Off the sweat of my labor he stole
But his game his game is old
We've broken the mental hold
Things must change
There's no limit to our range
He can never understand
The new black man
Less lone see us every day
Riding the subway
8th Avenue/7th Avenue/6th Avenue
IND/BMT /IRT
He still hasn't dug me
He stares endlessly
Blinking (Blink Blink)
Blink/Blink/Blink/Blink
Blink/Blink/Blink/Blink
He's on the blink/ About to sink
I ask you
Shall I save him? Can he be saved?
NO!NO!NO!

J

have no manhood - What am I?
You made my women head of the house
- What am I?
,,,.,
You have oriented me so that I hate and
mistrust
My brothers and sisters - What am I?
You mispronounce my name and say I
have no
Self-respect - What am I?
You give me a dilapidated education
system and
Expect me to compete with you What am I?
You say I have no dignity and then
/
deprive me
Of my culture - What am I?
You call me a boy, dirty lowdown slutWhat am I?
Now I'm a victim of the welfare systemWhat am I?
You tell me to wait for change to come,
but 400 years
Have passed and change ain't come - ,
What am I?
I am all of your sins
I am the skeleton in your closets
I am the unwanted sons- and daughtersin-law, and
Rejected babies
I may be your destruction, but above all
I am, as
¥ou so crudely put it, your nigger.
-Clorox

-Lost Poets

Brother
A dog has got you down
cause you all know
the dog is the man's best friend
in his daughter's room
protect from coons
pat on his head
wish you all was dead
Is your name Blackie
waggin his tail
looking for a bitch for sale
throw dog a bone
leave nigger without home
dog got name
hang Black Folks just the same
it got collar
take your dollar
walk in all neighborhood
your momma no good
OK fool, but please
don't mess in my yard.

a black wish/I am the thought of all things
Thinking of wishing for something to come true
I am the wish and the wishbone that
White people break for good luck
And the next day one of them falls and breaks their neck
I am the wish that makes Walt Disney wish
Upon a star-a star shining like the light
Of truth in the darkest night
Wish upon my star, Walt Disney, for I am truth
I am the wish that makes 'the white faggot wish
That the knockwurst he's eating for lunch
Would follow him home for dinner
I am the wish that makes the Clairol lady wish
She had the body of Cleopatra/the voice of Billie Holiday
The sexiness of Eartha Kitt/and the afro of Abbey Lincoln
For then she would be truly beautiful
And her hairdresser would have to wish
If she knew for sure
I am the wish that makes George Wallace wish
He could make love to Lola Falana
I am the wish that makes all niggers and negroes wish
For alligator shoes, white thighs, El Dorados
And wish that they didn't run out of wishes
I am the wish that makes Nina Simone wish
She knew how it felt to be free
I am the wish all black people are wishing for
I am the wish of freedom
Yes I am the wish of black freedom
And I WISH I AND I WISH I AND I WISH
AND I KNOW I WISH
AND I WISH I KNOW
AND I KNOW I WISH
AND I KNOW I WISH I AND I WISH I AND I KNOW
AND I KNOW I AND I KNOW
THAT THAT WISH WILL COME TRUE

WHAT AM I?

Next Stop
125th Street!

1

BLACK WISH

-Lost Poets

2
Hey nigger
what's on your arm
is it lighter than where you're from
Hey nigger
next time think
how much you detest your mother

3

BrotherAre you smiling
cause
you're waiting 'for white folks to applause
Are you talking of love and humanism
cause
you' re ashamed or scared
Are you leaving the cornbread
cause
your dreams are demented Hh1sfons
you are Brother,
DEAD

War, time to die
Negroes die for your country
Negroes die in your slums
die from starvation, die from disease
die O.D. die drunk, die hanging
die raped, die shot, die marching
die for Heaven, die for peace
die for a bus seat, die rioting
die for voting, die negroes, die
so Blacks can walk over
instead of
around you.

5
Are you ready sister
with your Max Factor attitute
Pepsi personality, Colgate smile
Faberge mind, Maidenform pride

Cosmopolitan virginity, Clairol brain
Jergens strength, Avon character
Are you ready
For a dissappointment

6
Down the street
Good Christians pray
Up the street
Bag niggers O.D.
AMEN.
Remember the days
when Negroes hated the sign
,
for
BLACKS ONLY.
-Ron Sims
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•
DVP blasts racism
in the press
--------------------------------------------1'onyllroUJn
Systematically, black television programs are being cancelled and/ or preempted for a multitude of alleged reasons. The most recent example is the
April Black Journal production which
deals with the institutional racist pattern
of the courts and prisons and, understandably, is threatening to many whites.
The reason given for cancelling it in
the Chicago area is that they are going
to broadcast an auction at which time
they will ask the public for fun.ds to support that local station.
Ironically, on the same time slot reserved for the only monthly black net· work news -program, the station is
soliciting money from the very people
they are opposing, by not allowing them
the expression of their cultural and
political points of view.
THIS IS RACISM: "The subordination
of a race by denying them the expression of their cultural and political b~-

If I were a
teacher
I would be
real
(Editor's note: This English
paper was written by a senior
Indian student at Central. It appeared . in Puget Soundings,
October 1970. The author's name
has been withheld.)

I've gotta get outa this place
while my heart's still beating. j.
can't go on like this, too muci1
lying and so much cheating.

liefs because of the color of their skin."
As in the case of WTTW, it is insulting to ask u& to finance white racism.
We call upon you, the Black Press, to inform our people of their legal rights and
of this very ;subtle . and insidious form
or subjugation.
Of the 202 Public Television stations,
all of whom are supported by public
money, each of the men who makes the
decision about carrying black programs,
is white.
We strongly object to this form of
blatant racism and urge you to print an
editorial in your newspaper to that effect.
Some additional facts which might be
helpful:
Most sets in a black community are
turned on for an average of 14 hours
per day·
Black children view television an average of 61/2 hours per day.
At the end of one year black children
have watched an average of'. 2000 more

Chasing after pieces of paper
and getting a sense of value that
makes no sense. All of this for
what?
I can say I'm intelligent but
that makes me feel so damn
dumb. Lady tells me write this
write that while she marks me
down as dumb because I have
not the time, the energy or the
interest to stick my nose into an
English book and live there with
the book covers as my walls.
All I must do is open my eyes
and I see much further than any
goddamn English book, so I know
that I cannot be an English book
like she most certainly is.

I cannot live a sheltered life in
a book shelf because there has
not yet been one built to hold my
knowledge.
If I were a teacher I would be
real. I wouldn't sit in front of
my students and tell tnem so
many facts while all the time I
was a big fake. They wouldn't
listen and wouldn't learn and I
wouldn't be teaching. The name,

teacher, couldn't apply to me.
I am insecure; I am quiet; I am
lazy; I am stubborn; I am conceited; I have a larger than
average love for myself. I am
gonna have a helluva time
changing.
I'm pretty well down the road
of insanity and I can feel a
nervous breakdown on its way
(but all I have to do is go out
and get drunk next weekend and
maybe I'll last a little longer).
Right now I'm frustrated as
hell and mad too at the United
States of America, at Christopher Columbus, at Andrew Jackson, at every damn president that
there ever was, at all of the bigots
and hypocrites in America who
say, "the Indian must be educated.''
I hate Communism, hate Capitalism, and love Indians more
than the average Indian, so what
the hell am I doing alive? But
so what-at least I am real.

Nobody can teach me anything
unless I want them to, and I

hours than they have attended their
respective schools.
Black Journal is the only magazine
type format television show, out of 2397
hours of viewing time. Out of these 2397
hours, only one hour per month is devoted to this type of program produced
by blacks and presenting a positive
image of blacks in their own life style.
I thought it might interest you to know
that another television program, ''The
Great American Dream Machine" was
cancelled from WTTW's -schedule recently - but many white newspapers in Chicago wrote editorials condemning the
station's policy and, in some instances,
asked their readers not to financially
support the station.
The Black Press must be a beacon of
enlightenment if the Black Community
is to be kept informeq and aware.

don't learn anything from anybody unless they prove themselves worthy of teaching me.
The only time I ever was a
good student was when I was in
a school full of Indians with
Indian teachers.
I am sick of bending, sick of
apathy, sick of poverty, sick of
hunger; sick of prejudice, sick of ·
the drunken Indian that the white
artists have built.
Most of all I am getting sick in
the head because I am aready to
fight and kill or be killed for
what I believe-and that doesn't
include Vietnam.
Why should I go over there ,and
do the same thing that the U.S.
has done to me?
It would've done you worlds
of good if you grew up on a
reservation. Poverty makes people tough-;--it has made me quiet
and the only way I shout is on
paper; so I won't subject myself
to word battles.
I want you to read this and
throw it away and me too if you
like, but I have spoken and am
glad of it!

Chicano calls for great activism by people
Jmprovement of the ~educational sys-

tem, election of !~.~~! 6~V'~rnment officiais and economic development are the
most important areas of change which
Chicanos in the Yakima Valley should
strive for in the near future.
Ricardo Garcia, an employe of a
federally-financed parent and child care
demonstration project in the lower Yak~
ima Valley, told students at Central that
efforts are being made in all three areas.
Garcia said that 54 per cent of the
pupils in the Mabton school district are
Chicanos and that similarly high per,, centages of Chicano pupils are present
in many other Lower Valley districts.
Teachers, few of whom are Chicanos,
are often insensitive to the language and
cultural background of Chicano children,
Garcia claimed. As a result, there is a
high rate of school drop-outs at the

junior high B(:~~v! levei and few Chicanos graduate from high school.
Garcia feels that if Chicanos could be
elected to school boards in the valley,
the students would be better served. He
also is hopeful that Chicanos can soon
be elected to city and county governing
bodies.
According to Garcia, most of the estimated 65,000 persons with Spanish surnames in the Yakima Valley are field
workers who have little or no economic,
political or social power.
In the past five years, Garcia said Chicanos have made progress, thanks main. ly to a few Chicano leaders . who have
managed to bring federal money to the
area. A health clinic for migrant workers has been established and three doctors and several nurses visit migrant
camps.
In the near future, it is hoped that a

legal services program can be ~stab
lished which will help poor workers,
whom Garcia claims are often the victims of loan sharks and others.
Garcia called the · union movement in
the y akima valley the most encouraging
sign of help for migrant workers. Although admitting that there is opposition
among some Chicanos to the efforts of
the United Farms Workers, Garcia said
that the, union movement will help greatly in such areas as voter registration.
Political power is the most important
goal for Chicanos at this time, Garcia
·feels. ·
He sees a time, "just around the
corner," when Chicanos joined with Indians, blacks and poor whites "will have
a real say-so on school boards and local
government. The children of these residents will be the chief b'enefactors;"
Garcia said.
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Kennedy presents annual Yakima River_raff race

Photo

Well equipped floaters, with bottles of anti-freeze, practicing for Kennedy River Race

by Jay

Ways of camping scheduled
Persons wishing to learn. the
fundamentals of backpacking will
have an opportunity to learn the
latest techniques from two of the
state's most experienced mountaineers.
Gene Prater and Barry Prather,
both from the Ellensburg area,
will be .the principal instructors
for a Central-sponsored backpacking workshop to be held during the weekends of May 21-23
and June 4-6. Prather was a
member of the only successful
American Mt. Everest expedition
while Prater is the author of a
book entitled Snowshoe Hikes in
the Cascades and Olympics.
The first weekend will be spent
iN the Teanaway River Valley
learning the basics of backpacking food and its preparation and
making camp. There will also be
discussion and demonstrations of
equipment used in backpacking.
During the second weekend of

the workshop, there will be a hike
to a specific location in the mountains to put into practice the ·
skills learned during the previous
session.
Enrollment in the workshop
will be limited to 30 persons on
a first-come, first-served basis.
Two hours of college credit will

Competition for the Yakima
River race will splash into starting line May 22.
Kennedy Hall is sponsoring
their second annual r~ft race beginning at 12: 30 p.m.
The river race course will start
at Rotary Park dam. The course
is approximately six miles long,
taking about an hour to float
from start to finish. The race will
end at Clearwater Park.
The river race. will kick-off
River Ecology Week, May 24-29.
River Ecology Week will be sponsored by ASC.
Kennedy Hall claims the official
racing title is "The Second Annual Great Yakima River Raft
and/or Floath.g Objects Race."
Don Wise, associate dean and
director of student activities said,
"I will challenge any two-man
team or lone contestant in the
rubber raft division." Wise floated his raft in last year's Yakima
River race.
There will ·be prizes for meri
and women in each category for
first, second and third place. A
trophy will be awarded a men's
and women's dorm entry.
Categories for the river race
are innertubes, rubber_ rafts and
·
home constructed rafts.
Entry fee per person included
.,in the race is 75 cents. Entries
must be registered by noon
Saturday. Spectators are welcome.
Mike Taylor, Kennedy Hall

It is entitled Senator John J.
Ingalls: Kansas' Iridescent Republican.

The book deals with the man
who became one of the most

Interdepartmental
major announced
Dr. Bernard Martin, dean of
arts and sciences, has announced
that action has been taken to
institute the Interdepartmental
Major, effective fall quarter.
The Interdepartmental Major
has been developed for students
who desire to follow a plan of
study toward the bachelor degree
which does not fall within the
province of any one department. ,
Such programs may be individually planned for students who
have completed at least 60 quarter
credits and must be formalized
and submitted at least three
quarters before graduation.
Application forms and .further
information concerning this
major are available in the office '
of the dean of arts and sciences.
''Life,'' a· religious musical performed by the Inter-varsity
Christian Fellowship group, ·will
be presented at 6: 30 p.m. in the
SUB today.

be available for college students
enrolled in Recreation 440. The
cost for those enrolled for college
credit will be $24.
A registration fee of $35 is due
May 14 and is payable at the
office of continuing education,
Peterson Hall.

~~

Williams to have book published
A book about the life of Kansas
Sen. John J. Ingalls has been
written by history professor Dr.
Burton Williams.
A contract was signed recently
by Williams with the University
Press of Kansas for publication
of the book.

sophomore and river race chairman, said, "The race will be an
opportunity for all the students
to get out of winter hibernation
and into spring."
Registration forms and information can be obtained from
Taylor, 963-1030 or the SUB information booth.

widely quoted politicians in the
nation during his 18 years service
.
in the U.S. Senate.
Senator Ingalls, who died in
1900, was president · pro tern of
the U.S. Senate and a serious
contender for nomination as U.S.
President and Vice President
during his career.
Referred to in recent years by
historians as "the Everett Dirksen
of his day," Ingalls was a prolific
writer - as well as a powerful
public;! official.

M~r
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Get 4 new Ampex high frequency
one hour cassette tapes plus an
exclusive Ampex cassette caddy
to hold them when you buy any of
the quality Ampex portables
A total retail value of $15,75.
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Johnson's Honda
HAS IT ALL
See the 1971 Line-up
at Johnson's

410 N. Main

925 3146
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Prof examines legal system;
cites myopic penal methods
Criminals know more about the
state's law and justice system
than judges, police officers or
defense attorneys, according to
Central professor Dr. Maurice
Pettit.
~ Pettit serves as an organizational consultant to the state's
law and justice planning commission. He feels that the failure
of those running parts of the system to understand the full system
has blocked progress.
The education and psychology
professor was appointed last fall
by Gov. Dan Evans to assist the
state in its efforts to upgrade law
and justice programs.
The state is moving into the
area of legal justice improvement
under direction of the Federal
Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration.
Pettit said that former criminals will be sought out for advice by the state planning · commission in · an effort to break
place brake and gear cables when down the communication barriers
they become worn, rub new and misunderstandings.
cables with vaseline, keep tires
"The only one who knows the
inflated to proper pressure indi- system from beginning to end is
cated on the tire, pick up bike the criminal,'' Pettit claimed.
when crossing a curb and run a
Noting that nationwide 50 per
nylon stocking over tires twice a cent of all convicted criminals
week; it will pick up glass in are likely to become "repeaters"
the tire.
before courts of law, Pettit said,
In conclusion DeJarnatt told "It's a sad commentary when the
about the September 7-21 bicycle system increases criminality.''
trip he is planning . . The trip is
Pettit said that early work by
open to anyone. He said the cost the state commission and its
will be about $55.
dozens of committees and task
For further information about
forces has shown clearly that
the trip, call DeJarnatt at 963- · those in the legal system circle
3286.
don't fully appreciate or understa.nd others in the chain.
Police frequently are suspicious
of judges and defense attorneys;
prosecutors are caught in the
crunch between arresting officers
and courts; and judges someEllensburg's participation in
times hold low opinions of police
National Bike Week scheduled
and are reluctant to recommend
for the week of May 10-18 culchanges in law.
minates with a city-college bike
Not only must these attitudes
ride from Kiwanis Park to Mounchange, Pettit insists, but all
tain View Park this Sunday.
According to Mrs. Jim Ny-. those in the justice system must
become aware of and involved
lander, the bike ride will start at
in other facets of society.
1: 30 p.m. with all interested col"They need to be part of
lege students and townsfolk to
'environmental
conditioning' '',
meet at Kiwanis Park near 14th
Pettit said, indicating that the law
and A Street. Refreshments will
and justice system should have a
be served at Mountain View
constructive influence on such
Park after the ride. Ellensburg
things as housing and jobs.
escort the riders.
.Police
Under federal assistance plan
Saturday morning a Bike
for the program, annual reports
Rodeo is planned for . younger
are required to indicate progress
children.

Bilce tripper offers road hints
A word of caution, a little bit
of maintenance and a bicycle
trip from Westport, Wash~ to
Crescent City, Calif., were the
highlights of Central bicycle enthusiast John DeJarnatt's presentation to the Recreation Club.
DeJarnatt said that the bicycle
is considered to be a vehicle.
Because it is a vehicle, he said,
those persons using one must

obey traffic regulations.
DeJarnatt expressed a few
words of caution for bicyclers:
Watch for persons getting out of
cars, open car doors, poor surface
conditions on roads, and do not
challenge or provoke a dog.
For care and maintenance of
the bicycle, DeJarnatt suggests
that one oil all moving parts
every six months, repair or re-

.STEREOCRA FT
CWSC SPECIALS I
Garrard SL95B $129.50
Base
5.50
Dust cover
6.50
Shure M91E
49.9.5
Preener
4.00
Total $195.45

SPECIAL '129.51
G(!od thru May 15 only

Dynaco SCA - 80 integrated amplifier kit
LIST $174.95 SPECIAL $142.50

STEREOCRAFT
962-2830

306 N. Pearl

You in a heap of trouble
if you miss the Shire's

OLDIES BUT GOODIES
Thursday, May 20
1 s~ schooners all day

College pedals
, thru Bike Week

will

and direction. Pettit said that he
feels much has been done in
Washington since the program
began two years ago.
Long range goals have been set
up and there has been a feedback of information to state and
local governments, Pettit
indicated.
·

Library fines
not punitive
The fine system for overdue
books at Bouillon Library is
meant to be · preventive, not
punitive. At least, that's the word
from the liprary's circulation
supervisor Marie Anshutz.
"There just aren't enough
books to go around," Mrs. Marie
Anshutz said, "so that is the reason that the present regulations
have been Pl;lt into effect-to
give the greatest amount of service to the greatest amount of
people."
Since the present fine rate became effective spring quarter
1967, it has been . successful in
lowering the amount of overdue
books from 17 to 6.1 per cent.
The fine rate currently is 5()¢ for
the first day a book is overdue
and 25c per day thereafter. The
old rate was a flat 1()¢ per day.
Mrs. Anshutz explained that
the money from the fines goes
into the school's general fund,
not to the library. The library
charges the fines solely to get the
books back, not for the money.
"We don't want the books back
just so we can hoard them for
ourselves," Mrs. Anshutz remarked, "but because there are other
people who need them. The library only has enough material
to adequately meet the needs of
two to three thousand students."
According to Central' s assistant
director for public services, Malcolm Alexander, the library here
has fewer books per student than
any other college or university
in the state.
"We're happy to talk with anyone who feels that he has been
unjustly fined and will sometimes
make · adjustments on their
charge," Mrs. Anshutz said, "but
the main point is that we want
to get books back before they
become overdue so that more
students can use .them."

103 DISCOUNT
ON EVERYTHING ·IN·»

NORTH STATIONERS
111 E. 4th

·THE SHIRE
3rd & Pearl
Wiener Roast and-Happy Hour
Every Saturday - 4 • ·7 p.m.

With ASC card
Saturday:, May 15th
*(Excepl: Counter Cards.)
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Pastor says:

'Church ain't dead yet'
by Bill Jeffs
Lutheran campus pastor
Over this past weekend some
two dozen stories about religion
were carried by the AP wire services, two stood in sharp contrast.
One concerned the "pomp and
circumstances" surrounding the
dedication of an eight million
dollar spectacularly modern new
cathedral in San Francisco.
Compared by critics (this
writer being one) to the "agitator
of a washing machine."
Certainly the church needs
facilities from . which to work.
The Ecumenical Campus Ministry. on this campus is in the
process of constructing a simple
building to meet the needs of
this academic community.
There is a vast contrast between a few offices and a lounge
for student/faculty dialogue, worship and counseling, and an
eight million dollar monument to
a vague and perhaps "unknown
God."
Contrast this story with the one
on the International Walk for
Development.
Four million walked throughout the world, some 700,000 in
the U.S. Approximately $5.1
million dollars were raised here
to eliminate poverty at home
and abroad.
For those who would write off
"churchly concern," I only .can
say one thing-don't bury the
Church prematurely-she 'ain't'
dead yet!''
$1500 for the course
Locally the Walk was a great
success, raismg approximately
$1500 for the causes. Of the 71
people who began, 34 walked
the entire route.
Driving one of the "poop-out
pickups'' I was able to observe
the fringe benefits. In spite of
sore feet, aching muscles and
general fatigue, the walkers' determination to accomplish their
goal was unbelievable.
The whole campus community
and the citizens of Ellensburg
should be proud of what happened Saturday-it can be placed
along side of the "river walk"
and Clearwater Park.
Fantastic co-eds
The stamina of the college co-

eds was fantastic! At 6: 00 a.m.
one local resident who lives near
the Memorial Park gave a check
to one of the workers saying,
"Anyone who can get up at six
in the morning and do something
like this deserves support." He
even offered to fill our water
cans.
The town merchants, some
faculty members and the churches
of Ellensburg greatly helped the
cause, by monetary and logistic
support. They are ' to be strongly
commended.
Letta Stokes, an eight-year-old,
joined the group late, but walked
19 miles and at $3 a mile. As
she was on the last leg, I asked
her if she wanted to go home.
With determination her red-eyed
reply was, "I'll make it!" and
she did!
Talk is cheap
Maybe all this sounds likf
"preacher talk" - if so let it be
I'm not ashamed of that. I want
to know where all the "big men"
on campus were?
Where were those who so
gibly talk about sociological problems, changes in society, poverty
and caring? Talk is cheap. The
walk went beyond talk to action,
however simple.
Many on this campus can be
"turned on" for a "kegger" or
Sweecy or a 12-hour band marathon! When a tangible opportunity to perform comes along,
the talkers outnumber the walkers 100-1! Interesting, no? And
don't prattle "It was Mother's
Day!"
You can't tell the worth of
something by the . numbers involved or the dollars raised. We
all learned a great deal, experienced a feeling of accomplishment and be sure that next year
some of our logistic mistakes will
be cleared up.
Be sure, also, there will be a
"next year." I wonder where you
will be in all this?
"Cathedral building" can take
may forms-but the ."cop-out"
potential is still the same,
whether that "cathedral" is built
of travertine marble or intellectual, social and political "achievements.''
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Ecumenical Center plans ground
breaking ceremonies, folk service
Construction of an Ecumenical
Center for Campus Ministry,
which will bring together the
four campus agencies under one
roof, has been set to begin at
groundbreaking ceremonies Sunday, according to Bill Jeffs, campus pastor.
The four . agencies, the Episcopal, Lutheran, Roman Catholic
and the United Campus Christian
Ministries, will conduct a "con~
temporary folk service'' at the
ceremonies, set for 4 p.m. at the
corner of 11th and Alder.
The 2300 ·-square-foot structure
will contain offices for ·the representatives of the ministries, space
for workshops, worship and dinners, according to Pastor Jeffs.
Pastor Jeffs indicated that the
movement to "team ministry" is
common on many campuses
across the country.
"It is the typical way that the
ministries are moving." said
Pastor Jeffs.

Funds for the building are being provided by a $50,000 grant
from the National Lutheran
Campus Ministry. While the capital construction funds will be.
provided by the Lutheran organization, operational money will be
provided by the other agencies
through their use of the building,
said the Rev. Jeffs.
Jeffs said that the building will
provide opportunities for closer
working relationships among the
agencies. The Ecumenical Ministry will issue joint statements and
engage in joint programming of
activities. Emphasis will be on
''complementary programs,'' said
Pastor Jeffs.
Be~ause of the closeness of the
planned building site to campus
living quarters, Pastor Jeffs expects an increased use of campus
ministerial services.
At present, 250 students now
USi' he facilities of the agencies.
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Revised ASC Constitution:

note: This is the revised
ASC constitution that will be
voted on by the students in
Wednesday's election. We are
publishing this in the hope that
students will become more informed of· the duties and responsibilities of the ASC.)

Preamble:
We the students of Central
Washington State College, ..Ellensburg, Washington; do hereby
establish and ordain this Constitution of the Associated Students
of Central. The purpose of this
association shall be to coordinate
social and academic programs
and to provide channels for student involvement in the many
aspects of student life at CWSC.
Article I Name
The name of this association
shall be the Associated Students
of Central Washington State
College.
Article II Membership
Membership of this association
shall be extended to all students
of CWSC.
Article III Organization
The organization of this asso-

EXPERT
REPAIR

BYKE SHOPPE
315 N. Main
Bil I Spencer, owner

Article IV The Executive Branch
Section 1. The Executive
Branch of this association shall
consist of the President, Executive Vice President, the Administrative Vice President. They
shall be elected by popular vote
from among the members of this
association. A Business Manager
shall be appointed by the President, subject to two-thirds (2/3)
majority approval of the Associated Students Legislators (ASL).
Section 2. Qualification of
Officers:
A. All candidates for Executive
Office shall be members of this
association.
B. All candidates for Executive
·office of this association shall
be members of this association
and shall have completed fifteen
(15) hours of academic studies.
C. All candidates for Executive
Office shall be members of this
association, shall have completed
fifteen (15) hours of academic
studies at CWSC, and shall have
an accumulative grade point
average of 2.0.
Section 3_. Term of Office:
A. Pi?"' .on of officers shall be
scht'.
. ' between the 3rd, 4th
and J~., .Vednesday during winter
quarter.
B. The term of office shall be
for one year.
C. New officers shall assume
their office the first week of
spring quarter.
D. Officers shall be members
of this association throughout
their term of office with the exception of summer quarter.

Vie fix all makes
of bykes. Bring
yours in today
for expert repair.

3. He shall be responsible for
the operations of the ASC
Office.
B. Duties of the Executive Vice

ciation shall be divided among
its various branches, the Executive, the Legislative and the
Judicial.

President.
1. The Executive Vice President
shall preside as Chairman at
all meetings of the ASL and
shall vote only in case of a
tie.
2. He shall be responsible for
the control of the academic
program and shall be a member of the Political Action
Committee . .
3. He shall be Chairman of the
Speakers Program and in
charge of new legislator
.orientation.
4. . He shall be responsible for
all financial matters within
his department and shall
perform duties assigned him
by the ASC President.
C. Duties of the Administrative
Vice President:
1. Duties of the Administrative
Vice President shall be that
he be in charge of all personnel matters and Chairman
of the Personnel Committee.
2. He shall make all committee
appointments not requiring
legislative approval.
3. He shall be responsible for
all publicities for the ASC.
.4. He shall be responsible for
all financial matters within
his office and any other
duties assigned him by the
ASC President.
·
D. Duties of the ASC Business

Section 4. Duties of the Executive Officers:
A. Duties of the President.
1. The ASC President shall pre- .
side at all meetings of this
association.
2. He shall be Chairman of the
· Executive Board and shall
have · power of full veto of
the complete sanctions and
motions passed in the ASL,
but not over specific clauses
or amendments to motions.

Manager:
1. The Business Manager shall
be in charge of all financial
affairs of the ASC and shall
be in charge of the preparation of the ASC Budget.
Section 5. The Executive Board
A. The Executive Board shall
consist of the President, Executi.ve Vice President and Administrative Vice President, and the
Business Manager.
B. It shall be the duties of the
Executive Board to execute the
legislative actions of
this
association.

.Crinie in America
Observations
on
Its
Nature,
Causes, Prevention and Control
The
first
book
from
the former
Attorney
General
of
the United
States confronts head-on the most
intensl ey
emotional
and
fearcharged issue of our domestic life.

Island in the Soundt.
Anderson Island: Pudget Sound
The distinction of this island and
its people, its love and its history,
are what this book is all about.

Section 6. Filling of Vacancies
A. In case the President must
vacate his office the order of
succession shall be Executive
Vice President, Administrative
Vice President, then a member
of the ASL subject to threefourths (314) majority vote of that
body.
B. In the event that the Executive Vice President or the Administrative Vice President vacates
his office, his position shall be
filled by appointment of the
Executive Board subject to threefourths (314) majority approval of
the ASL.
Section 7. Removal of Officers:
A. The ASL shall provide for
the recall of Executive Officers
whenever petitioned by ten percent (10%) of the members of
this association.
B. Appointed persons, except
legislators, may be removed from
office subject to three-fourths
(3/4) majority vote of the ASL.
Section 8. No Executive Officer
shall be a student legislator, nor
a member of the Campus Judicial
Board.

Section 7. Legislative Meetings:
A. Regular meetings of this
association, hereby known as
legislative meetings, shall be
held every other week during the
regular academic year.
B. Special legislative meetings
shall be held any time during the
'regular academic year when:
1. Petitioned by ten per cent
(10%) of the members of this
association; or
2. requested by the President,
such requests shall be posted
publicly one (1) day in advance.
C. The quorum for interac.tion
shall be a majority of the
legislature.
D. No meeting of the ASL
shall be convened twice in the
same day.
E. Members of the ASL shall
have the right to censure any of
its members.
F. Minutes of legislative meetings shall be taken by the ASC
Secretary and posted within
fourty-eight ' (48) hours following
the end of a meeting.
·
G. In proceedings not specifically regulated by the ASC ConArticle V The Legislative Board
stitution, its By-Laws, or Session
Section 1. The Legislative
Rules, this association shall folBranch of this association shall
low Robert's Rules of Order,
be known as the Associated StuRevised.
dents Legislature (ASL).
Section 8. Filling of Vacancies:
Section 2. Membership:
In the event a legislator is unA. The ASL shall consist of
able to complete his term of
twenty (20) members; two (2)
office, the Administrative Vice
from each district.
President shall make ·an appointB. The student body of this
ment for ·the remainder o.f that
association shall be divided mto - term of office, subject to threeten (10) districts.
fourths (314) majority approval of
C. The elected officers of this
the ASL.
association shall also be memSection 9. Removal of Legisbers of the ASL. The Business
lators:
Manager and ASL Secretary shall
A. The ASL shall provide for
be ex-officio members.
the recall of any of its members
D. Election of legislators shall
whenever petitioned by ten per
be held in accordance with the
cent (10%) of the members in the
procedures and the policies as
district in question.
established by the Election
B. Any member of the ASL
Committee.
who is absent from three (3) conSection 3. Qualifications of
secutiveregularly ' scheduled
Legislators:
meetings of the ASL shall have a
A. All Legislators shall be memmotion of . removal placed upon
bers of this association.
him by the Chairman of ·the ASL;
B. All Legislators shall reside in
subject to three-fourths (314)
the district they aspire to repmajority approval at two consecuresent.
tive meetings.
C. Refer to Article IV, section 2.
Section 10. No member of the
Section 4. Term of Office:
ASL shall hold two (2) positions
A. New.legislators shall assume
nor shall any member of the ASL
office one (1) week after they
be an Executive Officer or a memare elcted.
ber of the Honor Council.
B. The term of office for legis-·
VI. The Judicial Branch
Article
lators shall be one (1) year. ·
Section 1. The Judicial Branch
Section 5. Duties of , the
of this association shall be the
Legislature:
A. Each legislator shall be r espon- Campus Judicial Board, which
shall coordinate activities of all
sible to his electorate.
other judicial bodies.
B. Each legislator shall be a
Section 2. The Student Conduct
member of at least one (1)
Program (hereby known as the
committee.
Honor Code as stated in the stu' C. Each legislator will be redent handbook) shall be the basic
quired to attend the meetings
regulations governing student conof the ASL.
duct while attending CWSC.
D. The senior member from
Section 3. All regulations and
each district shall be appointed
codes established by this college
to the academic policy and proor any part of it, shall be congram committee and shall be a
sistent with the spirit in letter of
member of the "College Council."
the honor code.
Section 6. Function of the ASL:
Section 4. Resident Hall Judicial
A. The ASL shall have general
Boards are established in accordsupervision over his business,
ance with resident hall constitufinancial affairs, property, .md
tions, and have jurisdiction over
activities of this association.
violations of dorm rules.
B. The ASL shall. have the
Section 5. ~ Cluster Judicial
power to over-ride a Preside1 ual
Board adjudicate violations of
veto by three-fourths (3/4) m ' ·
rule!:> within their pfescribed
ity vote.
an:·~
C. The ASL shall have l ~
( IU5t , Judie1<1l Boan shall
power to appoint, emplo}
be •.,,tahli-;:hrd iii .f; '.lSt Can.;>U",
discharge any of its appoint f~<::,
South Campu.:; Student villagC>,
employed, or student manage.
Centr <tl
Campus.
and
Off
D. The ASL shall have ~he
Car.Jpus
power to create, recogmze. O!'
B. One member from each dorm
subsi d .:r.v
dissolve
any
shall be present for on campus;
organization.
junior !egs and off campus.
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to be or not to be May 19
C. Each Cluster Judicial Board
shall hove one non-voting faculty
advisor.
D. Residence Hall Cluster
Judicial have original jurisdiction within the cluster area; they
shall als~ hear appeals from
Resident Hall Judicial Boards.
Infraction by off-campus shall
be judicated by Off-campus
Cluster Board.
Section 6. Student Traffic
Court:
A. the Student Traffic Court
shall be established. to hear
student appeals involving traffic
violations occurred on the CWSC
campus.
B. Membership of the Student
Traffic Court shall consist of
two (2) resident students, two . (2)
commuting students, and one (1)
at-large student appointed by the
Adm,inistrative Vice President
subject to three-fourths (314)
approval by the ASL.
C. The Director of Campus
Security shall be a non-voting
member.
Section 7. Campus Judicial
Board
A. The Campus Judicial Board

office for elected positions shall
require majority vote of the members of this association.
Section 4. In case of a tie, the
failure of any candidate to receive the majority, a ·run-off
election shall be held.

shall have two (2) functions as
follows:
I. As a court of appeals and a
board of review.
2. To interpret provisions of
this constitution, the ByLaws of this Association,
and any organization recognized by the Association.
B. Membership
I. The Campus Judicial Board
shall consist of six (6) members; two (2) elected each
quarter in a regular academic year.
2. Refer to Article IV, section
2: "Qualifications of Officers."

Article VIII. Organizations
Section 1. This Association
shall have the power to establish
committees which it deems
necessary.
Section 2. All student organizations m part of this Association may be recognized upon
compliance with "Recognized
Student Organization" as stated
in the Student Handbook.
Section 3. Certain college committee, not part of this Association, which are established by
the Administration of CWSC
shall be recognized by this Association upon the appointment of
student members by the Administrative Vice President, subject
to two-thirds (213)
majority
approval of the ASL to said
committee.
'section 4. Association will not
recognize groups practicing dis-

Article VIL Elections
Section 1. Regular elections
shall be held each fall. and winter
quarter during the regular academic year. Elections shall be
held by secret ballot and the results shall not be made public
until at least one hour after the
closure 'of the polls.
Section 2. Election proceedings
shall be determined by the Election Committee, as approved by
the ASL.
Sectio: ~- ·All candidates for

Students attack present grading system
by Doug Carver and
Lewanna Robertsqn _
staff reporters
Lately the A through F grading
system has ~ome under attack by
students and teachers. They argue
that the present system builds
hostilities in the classroom.
Because of competition for the
grade and pressure from overzealous parents and faculty, students feel they cannot study
thoughtfully, and in some cases
resort to cheating and "night before" cramming.
Students and teachers argue
that letter grades do not measure
accurately how much an individual learns. They feel there has
been too much emphasis on the
grade and not enough on what
a student gets out of a class.
SAHL
Students for the Advancement
of Higher Learning here at Central have proposed a system
which would reduce grades to a
credit-no credit designation.
The system, if adopted, would
remain an option to students. The
idea is to eliminate the destructive effects of competition for
grades. Students who prefer to
pursue letter grades will be allowed to do so.
The proposal outlines a program
whereby faculty and department
heads establish minimum performance requirements. Students
who prefer to use the credit-no
credit plan will draw up a contract outline to determine their
own learning goals and procedures.
The ASC voted unanimously to
endorse this grading system and
the Dean's Innovative Council is
scheduled to act on the proposal
late in May.
Peer rating system
Dr. Ronald Burke of the University of Minnesota has proposed a peer rating · grading
system.
This system would entail the
use of students to evaluate each
other. They would assign a letter
grade to the student, and this
grade, along with the teacher's
grade, would make up the student's overall letter grade.

would be that the nature of the
course would be the determinant
of the usefulness and effectiveness of peer rating as a method
for assigning course grades.
This option would make it
possible for students to determine
at the beginning of the quarter
who they wanted to grade themteacher only, peer only or the
system of teacher-peer evaluation.
One proposal is a college where
there are not only no grades, but
no tests and no degrees. The
student would choose classes of
his interest and the length of time
he is to remain in school. When
he feels he is qualified for a
particular job, he would leave
school to apply for that job. The
entire responsibility of education
would rest with the student.
The major drawback to this
system is it would require a complete overhaul of the educational
system not only in college, but
all grades. From the moment a
child enters school, his education
is planned for him. To make education compulsory for 12 years
and then expose the student to a
totally free educational system
would be a drastic change for any
student.

One system adopted by the
University of California at Santa
Cruz is a pass-fail system in
which students passing a course
· receive only a . written evaluation
from the professor. The only
courses not on this system are
the undergraduate biology,
chemistry, physics and mathematics courses.
It has been found that students'
attitudes toward school improve
with the institution of the passfail plus evaluation system. The
instructors appear to be ·closer
to the students and more like
resources rather than judges.
Many at Santa Cruz feel that this
system helps eliminate the problem of cheating since competition
and worry of grades are eliminated.
Though evaluations are timeconsuming, it seems to reduce
their anxiety toward who gets
what grade. Counseling is ·easier
with evaluations and the promise
of late bloomers or temporarily
troubled students may appear on
evaluations. Outstanding stu.dents seem to work harder to
achieve more recognition since
excellent evaluations carry more
weight than high grade points.
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crimination of race, creed, color,
sex, or national origin.
Article IX. Publications
This Association shall provide
for the publication of a newspaper and other sources or information which it deems desireable, as provided by the ASC
By-Laws.
Article X. Initiative and Referendum
Section 1. Whenever petitioned
by ten per cent (10%) of the
members of this Association the
ASL shall provide for an initiative election. Said initiative shall
be a 'petition from the students
to bring about new legislation to
be presented to the ASL.
Section 2. Whenever petitioned
by the ten per cent (10%) of the
members of the Association, the
ASL shall provide for a referendum election. Said referendum
shall be a petition .from the students opposing legislation proposed or already in effect.
Article XT . Amendments
Section 1. Amendments to this
Constitution shall be proposed
to the members of theis Association by a three-fourths ·(314) majority vote of the ASL as passed at
two (2) consecutive meetings of
the ASL, or by petition of ten per
cent (10%) of the members of
this Association.

Section 2. Amendments of this
Constitution shall require twothirds (213) majority approval
by the members of this Association voting on each specific
amendment.
Article XII. The Enabling Act
Section 1. This Constitution
shall become effective immediately upon ratification.
Section 2. This Constitution
supersedes previous constitutions
of this Association. Any provision
of any organization recognized by
this Association which conflicts
with this Constitution is hereby
declared null and void.
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Western here tomorrow

Crier

Williams leads spikers
past Portland State

Sports

Portland State University provided little competition for Central's track team last Saturday as
they were crushed 124-30.
Portland managed only two first place finishes,
as Art Hutton's thinclads completely dominated
. things.
Senior Mike Williams highlighted the meet with
a discus toss of 168-7. This toss broke a 10-year
school record by four feet. It also moved Williams
into sixth place in the NAIA national standings.
Williams is now within a foot of the EvCo's
leading throw of 169 feet by Southern Oregon's
Harland Yriarte.
The 100-yard and 200-yard sprints were both won
by Central' s Steve Slavens. In the 100, Slavens ·
slipped from the starting blocks but recovered
strongly to win by several yards.
Ray Columbo again contributed well by winning
both the triple and long jumps, the' latter with a
superb leap of 23-2114.
Injured Dick Bedlington missed some fine competition in the javelin from Portland's Obie Wilbur
who threw 224-6 into a very hindering crosswind.

Crucial doubleheader will
determine 'Cats EvCo fate
him straightened out by Saturday. We'll make a couple of adstaff writer
justments in his motion," he ex"It's a big mess."
Those were the exact words of · plained.
Last Saturday, OTI's heavy hitCentral baseball coach Gary
ting troops jumped on Wildcat
Frederick as he clescribed the
hurlers Dave Heaverlo, Chuck
1971 EvCo title chase.
Dillin and Bob Utecht for fifteen
After spliting a pair of league
hits enroute to a 9-3 triumph.
tilts
with Oregon Tech, the
Bill Adkison homered and sinWildcats remain tied for the leaci
gled for Central to take some of
with Western. Both clubs have
the sting out of the loss, while
6-4 records. So, the race will go
Utecht doubled and Mark Gantar
right down to the last day of play,
doubled and singled.
as Frederick predicted earlier.
In the second game, pitcher
Sparks will fly this weekend as
Greg Schulte shrugged off three
Central 'travels to Cheney .for a
first inning OTI hits and settled
pair of EvCo encounters with
down to allow only one more the
Eastern' s Savages while Western
rest of the way, as the 'Cats won
and Whitworth collide at Whiteasily, 7-1.
worth.
His two-run homer joined with
No one knows what the standUtecht's solo shot to give Central
ings will look · like when the
all the runs they needed.
smoke clears, but Frederick says
Tuesday the Wildcats pulled
a champion will be decided someout a 6-5 thriller over YVC with
time this weekend.
a last inning rally.
"If there is a tie, the EvCo
Pinch hitter Mike Kluver ripped
executive committee will decide
a two-run single with one out in
whether there will be a playoff
the ninth to win for the Wildcats.
or whether the winner will be
Shortstop Mark Gantar suffered
decided in some other way," he
a severly sprained finger while
explained.
sliding, but Frederick expected
So, the 'Cats will have a
him to be ready for Saturday.
chance to prove what kind of
It's been a rough season for the
pressure club they are Saturday.
baseball Wildcats. With all that
"All the other teams have been
up for us," said Frederick describ- potential, they've still not managed to win as many as they've
ing Central's EvCo opposition.
lost.
"After we played Southern OreBut, if they win a couple Saturgon, I thought there was no way
day, all 14 of those losses will be
they could loose six games."
forgotten, and visions of the
''Our kids have been up and
Arizona sunshine will once again
have played pretty well," he said
occupy the baseball minds of
of the 'Cats.
Ellensburg.
Frederick has indicated that he
will once again go with his ace
pitching duo of Dave Heaverlo
and Greg Schulte tomorrow.
"They've got the experience,"
In women's track, coach
he said.
"Dave's been struggling some Jan Boyungs takes her track team
lately, but ·we think we'll have to the NAIA nationals in Cheney.
by Roger Underwood

Tomorrow's dual with Western Washington
should provide some good competition for the
Wildcats.
Slavens will be in for quite a battle in both the
100 and 220. Western's Mike Page has the fastest
time in the EvCo this season in the 220 in 22.1.
Slavens' best is 22.3.
The 440 hurdles should produce another exciting
battle. Central's Mike Behrbaum is matched
against Vikings' Mike Vorice. Behrbaum's fastest
time this season is 54.9 and Vorice has a faster
time of 54.5.
In addition to the sprints, Western has excellent
440 and mile relay teams.
The EvCo championship meet is next week in
Monmouth and this tougher than "normal" dual
with Western is a good preparation for the defend- _
ing champion Wildcats.

Wildkittens to Cheney

Photo by Gary

Ste~art

Mike Williams - new discus record holder.

Central 124, Portland State 30 ·
Hammer Throw - Tuttle (P), 160-9, James (P) 154-7, Wright (P),
149-5.
Javelin - Wilbur (P) 224-6, O"Meara (C) 199-7, Walls (C) 183-5.
Shot - Kinnard (C) 5()..3lh, Poster (P) 50-0, Williams (C( 49-6.
Long Jump - Columbo (C) 23-2 1/4, Jones (C) 22-91/4, Guglombo
(C) 22-3 1/2.
Mile - Bloom (C) 4: 29.8, McVicker ( () 4: 31.4, Kelly (C) 4: 33.3.
440 Relay - Central (Sayles, Behrbaum, Walker, Slavens), 43.
120.HH - Burns (C) 15.6·, Mobray (C) 16.0, Wilson (P) 19.4.
440 - Swisher (C) 50.5, Wal)<er (C) 52.1, Hoffman (P) 54.l.
100 - Slavens (C) 9.8, Volland (C) 10.0, Greer (P) 10.l.
880 - Weller (C) 1: 59.3, Moody (C) 2: 01.l, Langbon (P) 2: 02.9.
440 IH - Behrbaum (C) 582., Wilson (P) 1: 02.7, Mobray (C)
1: 04.l.
220 - Slavens (C) 22.2, Sayles (C) 22.3, Volland (C) 23.3.
Discus - Williams (C) 168-7, Smith (C) 161-8, Hutton (C) 148-3.
Three-mile - Kelly (C) 15: 20.7, Frederick (C) 15: 55, Fiorito (C)
15: 56.2.
Pole Vault - Morris (C) 13-6, James (P) 13-6, Spore (C) 13-0.
Mile Relay - Central (Swisher, Behrbaum, Rice, Burns), 3: 35.
Triple Jump - Columbo (C) 44-5 3/4, Jones (C) 43-lOl/4, Burns (C)
43-101/4.
High Jump - Davis (C) 6-2, Jeske (C) 6-1, Columbo (C) 6-1.
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El with it
Elliott Grieve
Welcome to the annual Campus Crier Salute Awards ceremony.
Yep, it's that wonderful and eventful time of the year again. As
you all know, this is when students of all descriptions rush to the
shores of the Ganges, armed with Campus Criers, to · bask under the
glowing sun.
It is also the time of the year when this old rag praises those
groups of people who showed such creativity, such intelligence, such
a sense of originality, etc.
·
Yes, it is the time of the year
to honor those souls who do their
thing under the guise of the
Men's Intramural Association.
Before I go much farther,
though, I must explain the purpose of the Salute Award. Many
people often confuse this award
with the smelly jock award which
is given annually to far-out intramural athletes.
The Salute Award is presented
to intramural teams which through some. unique, mystery
method-come up with an original
name.
Ol~
As one member of this year's
nominating committee stated:
"The purpose of the Salute
Award is to honor those infamous people who strive to rid
society of all the Bulldogs, Wildcats, Vikings, Cougars, L~ and
the million other tired-out innane sports nicknames. We feel that by
recognizing these gifted ·people, sports and today's society will become more relevant.
Heavy.
The Salute Award-which past winners have affectionately referred to as Old Sal-has a unique history.
It was foundecf by a Japanese horseshoe player named Yakoshiki
Hoffiti-Jag. Yak-ho-jag as he liked to be called, was asked to pick
his horseshoe nickname. After days of thoughts, Yak-ho-jag came
up with the name Samurai, which in Japanese means fighting
soldier. Yak-ho-jag's teammates were so . impressed with the originality of name that they all started saluting him. Thus old Sal came
into being.
This year's nominating committee had their work cut out for it, as
more than 160 original names were submitted for consideration.
And now for this year's Salute nominations.
Oh-yes almost forgot ... all the names below are actual names
used by intramural teams teams this school year.
In the category of: 1. Best foreign team name - the nominees are:
Primo Warriors, Canuakabockers, Tasmanian Wombats.

Sal

2. Best team name that has sexual overtones - the nominees are:
Public Hairs, Horney Toads, Wenas Studs, Beck Stud Farm, Inc.,
Game Cocks.
3. Best team name that advocates war - the nominees are:
23rd Legion of the Ganges, Spiro Agnew's Memorial Team, Davis
Hall Massacre Movement.

Baseball biggie and home
track meet highlight sports
"We have to win both games
and hope that Whitworth and
Western split," Central's baseball
coach Gary Frederick c<;>mmented
concerning this weekend's crucial
Evergreen Conference doubleheader with Eastern Washington.
It's a do-or-die situatiOn · for
Frederick's Wildcats who are the
defending EvCo champions.
Not only is the EvCo title at
stake, but also the NAIA District
Qne playoff berth. All four Washington EvCo schools are still in
the running for both the conference and district titles.
The Wildcats are 6-4 in league
play as is Western Washington.
Whitworth is 5-5, while Eastern
is 4-4.
Western and Whitworth clash
in a doubleheader Saturday in
Spokane, while Central travels to
Cheney for a couple with Eastern.
Oregon College of Education
and Southern Oregon are 8-6 in
EvCo play. However, according
to conference rules, the championship ·is decided on the highest
winning percentage in league
games. If two teams are still tied
after percentage has been compiled, then the team with the
fewest
losses
becomes
the
champion.
So it appears that one of the
Washington schools will be the
EvCo champion. Which school
won't be known until late Saturday night. If two teams qre still
tied after the above, then the
executive committee decides the
champion.
Thinclads
Meanwhile in track, Western
Washington comes to Ellensburg
for a dual meet with the thinclads.
Western has a strong squad
this year and has shown great
improvement each week.
The Vikings are anchored by
two fine sprinters Jim Magee and
Mike Page. Magee won the 100meter dash in 10.6 last weekend
at the Abbotsford (B. C.) Invitational.

4. Best team name that advocates peace - the nominees are:
Polish Militant Revolutionaries, Mash 69'ers, Peaceful Folk.

Page has the fastest time in
the EvCo this season in the 220
with a clocking of 22.1.
5. Best team that represents Central' s social life - the nominees are:
Western also has an outstanding
Roach Clippers, Mr. Flood's Party, Acapulco Gold, The Boozers, The
pole vaulter in_ Bob Long who
Tav Nads.
shares the EvCo's best mark 14-6
6. Best team name that is stiU jock orientated - the nominees are:
with Central's Dave Morris.
Sweat Socks, Jock Hoffs, Wild Bunch.
Central's coach Art Hutton
hopes to have both Dave Walker
7. Best team name that still refers to animals in some way - the
nominees are:
and Vince Konigsberger back in
action for the meet. Walker has
F.A. Turtles, Ape Men, Maggots, Lawn Pigs, Mother Tucker's Yellow
Duck.
•been out with the flu, while
Konigsberger has had a pulled
The envelopes please.
This year's selections have been guarded and watched night and muscle.
Hutton also hope that Mike
day by L.L. of parking ticket fame.
Williams will continue his fine
And the winners· are:
form in the discus. Williams
1. Canuabockers
broke the school record last week
2. Game Cocks
against Portland State with a
3. Spiro Agnew's Memorial Team
heave of 168-7.
4. Polish Militant Revolutionaries
5. Roach Clippers
6. Jock Hoffs
FOR· RENT
7. F.A. Turtles
1 and 2 be<froom, ·furnished
And there you have them, the elite of 1970-71.
apartments, married coup Ies.
At this point, we must confess there is absolutely no truth to the
Stevens Apart~ents
rumor that the Canuakabockers tried to secure their nomination by
2000 N. Walnut
promising free beer. The rumor that the Roach Clippers offered the
925-2855
judges a certain bribe still is being investigated.
This year the committee has recommended three additional
awards. First the educ..ation award goes to the Happy Valley Grad
School J.V.'s. The most original name award goes to the team that
called itself Joe.
IMPROVE GRADES
,
Improve Grades While Oevotins
And this special award which is called Thank You. This year it
llle Same Amount Of Time To Study
USE STUDY SOUNDS
goes to MIA director John Gregor and all his helpers for their exIncrease Your Concentration And Improve
Your Comprehension. Study At A Faster Rate.
cellent work in an enjoyable program.
ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUS! THIS TO HAPPEN
By any of the usual sports yardsticks, the men's intramural assoPlease Specify
8 Track Tape. Cassette, Or LP Record
ciation is a great thing. As a participant's sport it ranks only second
Send Check or Money Order $9.95 Each
Include 75c Handling and Postage
to sex, which really doesn't count as it takes little organization.
Sound Concepts. Inc., Box 3852
Charlottesville, Va. 22902
And that's the truth.

Central freshman Craig Jones shows his unique jumping form
during last Saturday's track meet with Portland . State. Jones leaped
22-9112, good enough for second place behind teammate Ray Columbo's 23-2 1/4. Jones and the Wildcats will be in action tomorrow
against Western.

GRAND OPENING OF

A&W~
Under new Student Ownership
THURSDAY MAY 20th
In addition to normal menu
CRAB-BURGER reg. 75¢
for Grand Opening 50¢
Listen to KXLE remote broadcast &
for free LP's
1
''

Applies to 9th St Euclid only

Now

Appe~rlng

When it's time to relax;
enjoy the music of •••

Don Trube
*Piano
*Vocal

CABOOSE ROOM
8:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
NIGHTLY EXCEPT SUt-fDAY

STUDY SOUNDS

SOUTH INTERCHANGE

REG. U.S. PAT. Ol'f
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Western upsets Central netters

Central duffers winning without home
Centrai's golfing Wildcats are
a team withQut a home. That is,
they don't really have a home
course to play on as a result of
the college's parting company
with the Elks organization due
to the Elks' membership discrimination policy.
They have played some at
Suntides
Golf Course
near
Yakima, but have otherwise meandered about the Evergreen Con- ·
ference like a group of nomads.
Despite this rather prominent
adversity, Stan Sorenson's swingers have recorded a 6-3 record
in dual and triangular play and
last weekend finished second by
a single stroke to Southern Oregon in the NAIA division of the
Eastern Washington Invitational
in Spokane.
After colliding with .Western
Monday at Suntides, the Wildcats will point toward the conference and district championships at Monmouth, Ore. The
two will be held simultaneously.
Two teams will emerge with
trips to the Nationals when the

Nu Sun In
Suntan Spray
7 ft. oz. $1.37
3.5 fl. oz. 88'

36 hole slugfest concludes. Both
the conference and district champions will qualify.
This means that the 'Cats can
win a trip by either winning the
whole works or by finishing as
the top district team. Central' s
district includes all of the Washington schools as well as some of
British Columbia and Idaho, but
the Washington schools are the
only ones that field golf teams.
"The teams are real even,"
said Sorenson. "No teams stand
out. Whoever gets hot will win

team, then the no. 2 man gets
the berth.
When thinking of the individual
aspect, one thinks of Central' s
brother act, Keith · and Frank
Crimp.
"They've been the most consistent all year," said Sorenson,
pointing out that each has shot
from 74 to 79 in competition
this season.

He indicated that they will
join Tim Bond and Norm Holmberg, who have played well lately at Monmouth.
Who will fill the fifth slot has
not yet been determined.
To date, the Wildcats have
whipped Eastern and YVC each
twice. They have split with both
Whitman and OCE while losing
,
·
to Western once.
They hope to avenge that loss 1,
Monday.

it."

He said his club has been
generally improving, but admitted that "we'll have to improve
more," as he pondered the competition.
Five golfers will play on each
squad in the event. In the dual
and
triangular
competition,
teams are made up of six
players.
Individuals don't go unnoticed
wither. The tournament medalist
also rates a spot in the Nationals.
If the medalist is on a qualifying

But of course the big day is
May 21 at Monmouth. Maybe the
wandering Wildcats will get a
chance to see some new territory, (say around Kansas City).

Gerald Bendzak
Central's tennis ace

Lady netters
bag Whitman

s1. 97

Women's Spring
Handbags
ARRID
EXTRA DRY

Values s4.88 to s4.98

New

._La_d-ie-s'_Wi_n_d_S-ca-rv-es.... Look'INature

..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,.

The first permanent foam-in hair

lg

reg. $14.95

Tennis Shoes
All in Stock
only s1.so

Money Saver Priced

All Bicycle Parts

SOFT SAFETY FOR
YOUR KIDS
Century Car Seat

$9.95

few of each

reg. s9.95

1h Discount Price

Value. sl.50

now

t

$5.00

coloring that lightens! Also
darkens and covers gray. In 15
beautiful shades.

reg. s2.98

$2.49

Nu Masca
all purpose Cosmetic
kit. reg. si.93

97¢

Money Saver's Pharmacy 925-3133

100 TABS
re_g. $1.59
Micrin 18 Fl. Ozs.
97~

Prep athlete
pi~ks CWSC
Bill Roche, prep athlete from
Soap Lake, Wash., announced today that he will enroll at Central
next fall.
The 6-1, 180-pounder lettered
and starred in three sports at
Soap Lake High School. He was
an all-league selection in football,
basketball and baseball.
Roche was among the state
scoring leaders averaging 26
points a game in basketball. In
addition he a.lso attracted much
attention as a football quarterback and baseball pitcher.
Roche plans to major in special
education at Central.

reg. s2.49

ss~

HR007

I
I

Ladies Snag Tread
Slippers

2.4 o-z. Jar
'reg. s1.05

RADIO

Western 7, Central I
Singles - Steve Doerrer (W) d. Gerald
Bendzak 6-1, 6-1; Ron Frederickson (C) d.
Arnie Larson 6-2, 6-1: Larry Corbin (W) d.
Leon Matz 6-2, 4-6, 4-6; Steve Adelstein (W)
d. Ed Hamlett 6-3, 10-8; Frank Williams (W)
d. Phil Busby 6-3, 6-3; Doug Clark (W) d.
Bill Irving 6-4, 9-7.
Doubles - Doerrer-Larson (W) d. Bendzak-Frederickson 6-1, 1-6, 6-3; CorbinAdelstein (W) d. Matz-Busby 6-2, 6-1.

UNDERWEAR
Better than 1h price
for men & boys

9-oz.
Head
& Shoulders aerosol

HEADPHONE

~~-;.,,.;_~i--·•-"-""*"__....,..,_~

Western Washington defeated
Central's tennis team 7-1 in a
wind-swept match last Saturday.
The Vikings thus reversed an
8-1 loss inflicted by Central when
the teams .met last month in
Bellingham.
The Wildcats are now 6-5 on
the season and will host Whitworth today.
Whitworth defeated the netters
7-2 earlier this season, and Dean
Nicholson's squad would like
nothing better than a little
revenge.
Central has one more dual
match against Yakima Valley before the Evergreen Conference
championships May 21-22 in
Monmouth, Ore.

TRIAMINIC
SYRUP
4 fl.

UL.

Orange One
ORAL DECONGESTANT

reg.

$1.84

99~

PARKE-DAVIS
reg. 59~ ·

The Central Washington State
Women's Tennis team defeated
Whitman Thursday, 6-1. Winning
were Sue Hendricks 6-1, 6-0;
Joan Lansing 6-3, 6-2; Deena
Burns 6-1, 6-2; Paula Williams
6-1, 6-0; Williams-Hendricks 6-1,
6-2; and Lansing-Burns 6-1, 6-1;
Lorene Sjostrand lost number one
singles in three sets.
On Saturday the team traveled
to Whitworth, where they defeated Whitworth ·5-2. Winning
for Central were Sue Hendricks
6-1, 6-1; Joan Lansing 6-2, 5-7,
6-0; Paula Williams 6-0, 6-0;
Carol Mccombs 6-0, 6-1.
Four girls will be selected to
play at the Northwest Women's
Tennis Tournament May 20-22 at
the University of Washington.

Former Husky
coach to speak
Carver Gayton, special assistant
to the vice president at the UW
and former Husky assistant football ·Coach, will speak to a Central class May 18.
Gayton, who recently was
named director of equal opportunity for minorities at the .uw,
will talk to students in physical
education 298, a black studies in
sports class. He will also meet
with members of Central's President's Joint Council to discuss
the general problems of minorities on campus.
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Media prof's film shows
FILM
Tony Brown, the distinguished
visiting professor in Mass Media,
is showing the last of his film
series, Justice, this afternoon at
1 in the SUB Cavern.
PLAY
"A Man for All Seasons" will
be presented for the last time
tonight and tomorrow by the
Speech and Drama Department
in McConnell Auditorium. Curtain time is 8: 30 both nights.
ASC FILMS
This week the ASC flicks will
be held in two different places.
Tonight "The Bobo" and "King
Rat" will be shown in Hertz
-~ecital Hall. Tomorrow they'll be
in Hebeler Auditorium. Only the
times and admission remain the
same: 7 and 10 p.m. for a
quarter.
DANCE
If the movies don't turn you on

this weekend, perhaps you'd prefer to go to the RHC dance in
the SUB Large Ballroom at 9
tonight.
RECITAL
Damian Sokel will present his
junior recital on the piano, playing selections from Bach, Mozart,
DeBussy, Webern and Hindemith
in Hertz Recital Hall.
GRADUATE RECITAL
John Johnson will give his
saxophone recital in Hertz Thursday at 8: 15 p.m.
STUDIO RECITAL
Students of Mrs. Dupin will

give a group recital Sunday at
5 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.
ACTION MUSICAL
"Life," written by Otis Skillings,
will be presented in Hertz Sunday
night at 8. Fifty young people
accompanied by pianos, horns
·and guitars will present a Christian look at life in songs like
"Contagious," "What Would
Other People Think," and "It's
a Thing That Grows."
FOLK GROUP
"The New Men" is a Christian
folk rock group from Seattle who
will sing their own arrangements
Wednesday night at 8 in Hertz
Recital Hall.
CONCERT, DINNER
Black Cultural Week will conclude Sunday with a church choir
concert at 2 p.m. in Hertz Recital
Hall. Andre Crouch is the featured vocalist.
. A fashion show and soul food
dinner will follow the concert at
4: 30 in the SUB Large Cafeteria.
Tickets are now on sale for $2.75
in the SUB Pit area.
GAY LIB
Members of Seattle's Gay Liberation Front will be on campus
Monday between 10 a.m. and
4p.m.
GLF will give two presentations in Mark Worden's Psychology of Adjustment (205) classes
at 1 and 3 p.m. in Black 101.
They will also be speaking in
Worden's Clinical and Counseling Psychology class at noon.

·C lub notes
ORCHESIS
The Modern Dance . Club will
meet in Hebeler Auditorium at
3 p.m. on both Monday and
Wednesday afternoons.
CHI ALPHA
Meetings for this Christian
group are open extemporaneous
discussion sessions every Monday
night at 7 in the Student Village
Lounge.
SIMS
The Students' International
Meditation Society meets every
Monday night at 7: 30 in SUB 205.
SWEA
The Student Washington Education Association is meeting in
Grupe Conference Center at 7: 30
p.m. Monday.
AMEN
The ''Avert Man's Extinction
Now" club is meeting in Lind 100
Monday at 7: 30 p.m.
APO
Alpha Phi Omega is planning
their calendar of service projects
for next fall. Their meeting is in
SUB 207 this Tuesday at 7.

KARATE
Karate Club meets every Tuesday and Thursday evening at 7
in Hebeler Gym.
CHESS
Chess Club meets ·every Tuesday in SUB 205, at 7 p.m.
RIGHT ON, SISTER!
Women's Lib meets every Tuesday evening at 7: 30 in SUB 209
and 210.
HIKING
The Hiking and Climbing Club
will conduct a hike this weekend
to St. Helens. Information about
times, gear needed, etc., are all
available from Miki Ribling (9633035).
REPUBLICANS
The Young Republicans will
meet Tuesqay night at 8 in Grupe
Conference Center.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
The Christian Science Organization will meet in SUB 205
Thursday at 6: 30 p.m.
REC. CLUB
The Recreation Club will meet
at 7 p.m. Thursday in Fine Arts
ll5.

ECUMENICAL FILMS
The discussions following these
movies ought to be more interesting than usual this week.
"Hiroshima and Nagasaki" and
"Tale of Two Cities" start at 8
p.m. Tuesday in SUB 206.
PUBLIC LECTURE
Distinguished Visiting Professor of Business Economics Dr.
Theodore J. Kreps will give his
second public lecture in Fine Arts
ll8 Tuesday at 8 p.m. His topic
wiil be "What economic knowhow policies and institutions buttress out economic growth? Is
there a 'best' or 'second-best'
mixture?''
ROSS SPEAKS

Michael K. Ross, black representative from Seattle, will speak
Tuesday, May 18 at 8 p.m. in
Grupe Conference
Center.
Rep. Ross introduced the con- ."
'\
troversial bill to
..
legalize marijuana during the
42nd state legislative session.
He
be Michael K. Ross
speaking on so(R) King, pt.
cial legislation in Washington.
The College Republican League
of Central invites everyone to
attend.

\;
..

will

-..

~(

ART FILM
The last art film is a special
horror science fiction program
called ''Corridors of Blood.''
Probably the worst thing about
it is the $1 admission. It will be
shown at 8 p.m. on Tuesday and
Wednesday.
A photographic art exhibit is
being conducted in the Fine Arts
Building daily featuring work
from 30 of the nation's best experimental photographers.
The exhibit entitled "New Photographies 71" features grogressive photography and experimental photography outside the
bounds of traditional photography.
FACULTY PRESENTATION
PHOTO ART EXHIBIT
The second annual Faculty
Presentation will be held on
May 21 in the Fine Arts Building
from 1-4 p.m.
This year's Faculty Presentation Award will go to Iqbal
Jafree, associate professor of art,
for his creative work. Ja_free has
held over 200 one-man art shows
and has received many art
awards including the Paris Biennial Award, a John D. Rockefeller
Fellowship, and the Arts Council
of Britain Award.
In addition there will be an
exhibition of Jafree's latest works
and the distribution of a book
compiled by several leading art
historians and edited by David
Luisi.

(Something Special)

JUST WALKING AROUND ON A HOT AFTERNOON?
HAVE A SNO-CONE
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Official notices
LOANS FOR SUMMER
Appointments may be made
May 24 through June 7 if you
want summer quarter tuition
and fees to be paid from National
Defense Student Loans.
Students who have not been
awarded a National Defense Student Loan and want a loan for
summer quarter are also urged to
make an appointment then for a
'student short term loan.
TEACHER TEST
Make-up tests for those who
failed some portion of the original
test for admissions to teachers'
education are being given tomorrow morning at 8 in Hertz
Recital Hall.
FEDERAL EXAM
The Federal Service Entrance
Exam is being given tomorrow
at 10 a.m. in SUB 204.

B.A. DEGREE APPLICATIONS
B.A. degree applications are
now being accepted in the Registrar's Office for summer quarter
1971 graduation. The deadline
for all applications is June 30,
1971.
PAYMENT OF SUMMER
TUITION AND FEES
Appointments may be . rpade
May 24-June 7 if you desire summer quarter tuition and fees to
be paid from National Defense
Student Loans.
Students who have not been
awarded a National Defense Student Loan and desire a loan for
summer quarter tuition and fees
are also urged to make an appointment between May 24-June
7 for a student short term loan.

POLICE TEST
The Policeman's Test will be
administered Monday morning at
8 in SUB 204.
ED 307
All students expecting to take
~d. 307 will not be allowed to
register for it without departmental permission. Interview
forms are available in the Office
of Clinical Studies, Black 206.
Any students who have started
the existing option A program
and would like to do the other
options instead should also sign
up for an interview.
Interview applications will not
be accepted after 4 p.m. Friday,
May 21.
WHAT HAPPENED
The library and media courses
previously offered in the education department are now offered
under their own heading of
Media Education.
This regrouping of courses is
to coordinate a program to relate
to media specialists in schools;
in particular, training in the
locating techniques of librarians
and in the use of producing print
and non-print materials.
Interested students should check
with the Department of Education for course offerings and
descriptions.
GED TESTS
General Educational Development (GED) tests will tie given
by the counseling and testing
services during the week of
May 17-21.
The GED tests provide an
opportunity for individuals who
have not graduated from high
school to demonstrate high school
equiv alency.

Crier Classifieds
963-1026

TROPICAL FISH SHOP

For Sale - '23 'T' Roadster. Fiberglass body. Tube frame. Chevy running gear. Ford rear end. Call 4862583 after 6 or 963-3094.

Open Daily - Noon ti II 9 p.m.
\Vi I s·o n Cr. Road

Lost - Wire-rim glasses lost by SUB
two weeks ago. Reward. Turn in to
Bookstore.

OVERTON'S
962-9166

HIGH PROTEIN
ENERGY BOOSTERS
Valley Specjalty Foods
111

w.

6th

925-2505

FOOD ST AMPS ACCEPT ED

For Sale - 1966 Triumph Spitfire, one
owner, rebuilt engine, excellent
condition. Call 925-2077 after 5 and
weekends or 963-3314 during school
hours.
Help Wanted: Home addressers, commission mailers, envelope stuffers.
For details send self-addressed,
_stamped envelope to: David Faulkner, P.O. Box 323, Colfax, Wash.
99111.

PARADE OF VALUES

SALE
Now thru May 22
March down to

HAVE YOU TRIED THE MINI-SHRIMP
·AT

BEEFEATERS

CAMPUS CRIER -

Western Auto today!

Western Auto
314 N. Prne

...the family store
925-9315
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National news beat

I

Town 'n gown

Local music fair restricted Nixon wi II not tolerate civil disobedience
by Bob Lutgen
editor-in-chief

Cancellation of a reservation for the Kittitas County Fairgrounds
was made Monday by Kittitas County Commissioners. Bill Desallier,
tavern owner, had proposed to have a Music Fair on the fairgrounds.
Local law enforcement officials talked with the commissioners last
week and expressed ,their concerns over potential problems that
could come about as a result of such a music fair. Ten rock bands
had been booked for the proposed May 22 activities.
The commissioners tentatively approved the Music Fair upon the
condition that Desallier obtain insurance and adequate policing. This
Monday the commissioners talked with Desallier and found that
adequate policing could not be obtained.
The commissioners approved a motion cancelling Desallier' s reservation for the fairgrounds. The commissioners offered to refund the
deposit plus give Desallier $350 for expenses that he has already
occurred.
Landfill officially opens
Monday, officials for the City of Ellensburg and Kittitas County
will officially open the Ellensburg Landfill. The landfill is located at
the site of the old city garbage dump on the Yakima River near the
interchange of I-90.
According to Lee Kraft, city manager, and Gordon Blossom,
county engineer, officials from the State Department of Ecology are
expected to take part in the official opening.
"We might even have some ceremonial garbage sacks to bury,"
Kraft said.
The city and county have been searching for landfill sites for
several year~. The Yakima River site is only a temporary site and
will have to be replaced by June 1972.
School District suit
Four local residents have filed suit against the Ellensburg School
District in an attempt to have a fee policy eliminated.
The suit was filed through the Seattle office of the Legal Services
Center and asks that the Kittitas County Superior Court declare the
fee policy unconstitutional because it discriminates against a class of
people who cannot afford to pay the extra fees.
According to the complaint filed, the policy also is unconstitutional
because the state constitution provides that all children shall have an
,opportunity to obtain a free education.
The complaint asks the court to issue a permanent injunction
against the district which would require the district to discontinue
the practice of assessing the fees and would require the district to
release grades and transcripts of those students not paying the fees.
The Ellensburg School District has not responded to the complaint
yet, but Kittitas County Prosecuting Attorney Joseph Panattoni is investigating the issue and will file a reply within the next two weeks.
/

Nixon and Protests
from the Yakima Herald-Republic
President Nixon said last week
that future outbreaks of civil disobedience this summer will be
dealt with in the "same way,
that is with firmness and restraint.''
The President, according to a
White House spokesman, told
commanders of the police and
Army troops used in the protests
that the government will not
tolerate -the purposeful breaking
of the law and civil disobedience.
The preliminary cost of the
week of protests made by District
of Columbia officials is $1 1/2
million.

Vietnam poll
A poll taken by Opinion Research Corporation indicates that
68 percent of the American
people favor legislation that
would require removal of U.S.
troops from South Vietnam by the
end of the year.
But the majority indicated opposition if withdrawal allowed a
Communist takeover or endangered American POW s.
The survey ~lso showed that
72 percent of the people support
Nixon's Southeast Asia policy.

As part of the new Chinese instruction program, Central officials are taking steps to generate
off-campus funding to enable
some students in the course to
spend the summer of 1972 at a
Taiwan university for additional
study.
Dr. Rpbert Yee, director of
Central's Southeast Asia Studies
Program, said that courses in
Chinese language in colleges of
this state have more benefit · than
just a philosophic-educational
nature.

SST again
A Washington congressman has
reported that an amendment will
be offered to the bill authorizing
SST termination costs to provide
for continuation of the supersonic
plane.
Rep. Tom Pelly (D-Wash.) said
that he will be working with a
Massachusetts congressman in
offering the amendments. They
feel that enough congressmen

LIBERTY Theatre

have changed their minds on the
issue.
The sponsors of the amendment are expected to argue that
it will cost more money to stop
development of the plane than to
continue it.
Reagan feeling no pain
Despite his emphasis on the
pain of payment of taxes, Governor Ronald Reagan paid no
state income tax last year.
Reagan made the admission
that he paid no taxes on an income of $44,000 last year at a
news conference.
Reagan had repeatedly refused
to reveal his financial holdings
until his campaign last fall. His
official explanation of his avoidance of state taxes was because
of "business reverses."
OP EN 6:45 925-9511
PLAYS Thru TUE.

Win the war protestors
The Rev. Carl Mclntire's National March for Victory drew an
estimated 15,000 people to Washington, D.C. last week, where
calls were made for President
Nixon to use "the sword as God
had intended."
Central drama major Pamela
Thomas has been awarded the
$300 Seattle Junior Programs
scholarship for graduate-:> study in
children's drama.

Mandarin Chinese course introduced
Mandarin Chinese language
courses will be taught at Central
starting in the fall.
A three quarter, four credit
sequence will be set up under
the humanities program.
The course, to be offered for
the first time, will be taught by
Mrs. Jeannette Cheng, an assistant professor of librarianship at
the college.
She holds a B.A. in Chinese
'Language and Literature from
Taiwan University and a M.A.
in East Asian Language and Literature from the University of
Wisconsin.
At least four other Central
faculty and staff members will
help with the new program. They
include John Harris, philosophy;
Daniel Ramsdell, history; Thaine
Allison, economics, and Frederick
Wolfer, alumni-development director.
In addition, assistance has
come from Isabelle Yen of the
University of Washington Asian
Language and Literature Department.

After a rally at the Washington
Memorial, the marchers walked
down Pennsylvania Avenue to
"Onward Christian Soldiers" and
"The Stars and Stripes Forever."
A planned call to South Vietnam Vice President Ky was unsuccessful, as was a call to
nationalist China President
Chiang Kai-shek.

"Within the lifetimes of the
present student generation, Mandarin Chinese will be the language of more than one billion
Asians," Yee said.
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He also suggested that what
looks like an eventual opening up
of economic and cultural relations between this nation and
mainland China has begun.
He believes the State of Washington will become a natural
gateway to and from China.
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